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This investisation *u. .onor...oo::':::*,n.*,, the behavio", lrt*roo
Di vi sion I I I col lege footbal'l boaches. ru., u, .they 'interact wit,h iathletes
,of different athletic abilities. Th-e"subjects used for this study included
the head foot,ball coach, his five rassistants, and 57 male vdrsity football
athletes from an NCM Division III college located in central New York
state. The coaches involved were each responsible for players in spec'ific
, positions, which were divided in the following manner: offensive receivers,
offensive backs, of?ensive linehen, defensive backs, defbnsive linebackers,
and defensive linemen. Prior to each week of practice each coach cOmp'leted
a quest'ionnaire which asked him to list, at each position, those players
that would start jn the upcoming football game and those that would not
start. tdithin a specific practice week, prior to a footbal'l game, eiach
coach was videotaped one time. A microphone was attaihed around the rieik
of the coach to obtain the verbal communication that took place between
the coach and his atfrletes. Each of the taping sessions was 20 minutes
'in length. The tapes made of each coach were coded by an expert coder
jiusing the Dyadic Adaptation of Cheffers' Ailaptation of Flanders' Interaction
!i,,
i,Anatysis System.(DAC). /tne data were transposed onto computer cards for
analysis. Descriptive statistics were util'ized to determine whether
differen'ces existed between the behaviors of each coach as he interacted
with his starting athletes and with his non-starting athletes. Visual
analysis of each individua'l coach's data and of the combined profile of
the six coaches found,minimal differences to exist between the interaction
'behavior of the coaches with their starting and non-starting athletes.
The starting ath'letes received mOre praise and acceptance of their ideas
―
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?
?
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and actions from the coaches as compared to the non-start'ing athletes.
The non-starting athletes received more directions from the coach-es. The
starti ng athl etes were characteri zed by i nterpret'ive , sel f -i n'iti ated
behavior, whereas, the non-starting athletes' behavior was predominantly'
predictable in_nature. Since all the differences appeared to be minor,
the nul'l hypothesis which stated that there will be no differences between
the behaviors of the coaches toward their starting players and the behaviors
of coache's toward their reserve.players was accepted.
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Chapter l
INttRODUCT10N
Past investigations dealing with interaction patterns oflteachers
i
and/Or cOaches have fOcused on teachers or coaches as they interact with
their class or team as a wholeo  Allard (1979), hoWever, points out that
the generality_of results obtained from observational systemslwhich assess
intea´cti6n,patterns of the whole class tend to overlook the differential
teacher behaviors directed towards individual students.  Mざrtinek and Mancini
(1979)contend that many interactions between the teacher andla plrticular
student are overlooked and that an important direction of teatther influence
is behavior displayed towardlindividual students.  Martinek and Mancini:s
(1979)suppOSitiOn resulted in~an adaptation of Cheffers: Adatttation of
Fl anders: Interaction Analysis System (CAFIAS) (Cheffers, 1972)・ f卜om WhiCh
emerged the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC).  Dyadic interaction sシstems
cod9 only those interactions which take place between the teacher and a
single student or a small group of no mOre than four studentso  A number of
resOarchers (Brophy & Good, 1970; Crowe, 1979; Martinek, 1979; Martinek &
」ohnson, 1979)have utilized dyadic interactibn systems to investiga.e
teacher behavior as diTected toward individual students.  These studies have
their roots in the self―fulfilling prophecy researched by Rosenthal and
」acobSon (1968)。  Stated simply: thiS prOpFecy means triat stuaents tend l。
behave as they are expected to behave.  As yet,ユno res archer has used dyadic
interaction systems to study the effects of coachesi expectatlonS On their
pl aye rs.
Inasmuch as Frost (1970) describes the coach as
factor in influencing the personality, the character,
I
I
I
the single most important
I
and the development
|…
…
…
`of the palticipant, it is imperative that the coach interact with all
,
hiS/her players, reghrdless of athletic ability, with equal standaおds.
丁utko'and RiCha卜 ds (1971)advOCate the need fOr cOaches to becもm more
sensitive and understanding of the relationships between themsёlves and their
players.  coaches aware of the impOrtance of their relationshils with their
players will attain goals with greater speed and satisfaction (Rushall &
Siedentop, 1972).
丁oo often coaches are evaluated only On their seasonts final win_loss
recordo  According to GovernaliⅢ(1974), evaluations which relylsolely on
a seasonls record fail、t  take intO account many uncontrollable factors.
・Re,earCh COnducted with teachers using ihteraction analysis sy,tems has led
teachers to betteF understand their behaviors exhibited in theiClassroom,  _
reSulゼinig in subsequent awareness of tleir influence.  Inasmucl as coaChing
has been equated with teachlng (cay10rd, 1967; Neal, 1969; Sabock,^1973)
・systematic observat10n is an appropriate_tool for analyzing cottching behaviors.
iCAFIAS has been used by a number of researchers (Avery, 19783 Hirsch9 1978;
|
Prdul x, 1979; StaurOwsky, 1979)to obServe and analyze the interaction of
coaches with their teams in various situations.  Little researとht りOWever,
ヽ                          |thas centered On the teacher―ごoach as /She interacts with individual  _
students or players.
Using DAC, the purpose of thi5 study is to observe coaches as they
interact with their players of different athletic abilities and tO determine
lf differences exlst in the behavlor of the coach as he lnteracts wlth a
player of high athletic ability as.compared tQ the p10yen of llWel athletiC
,            L  I
ability.        ・
r      Sごope bf Problem
This study was lnltiated in an attempt to deterlnlne lf th? behavlors
of coaches vary as they interact with athletes of different athletic
abilities.  Subjects used for thiS Study lncluded the head fodtball coach,
his five asSistants, and‐5フ vaおξi ty、lFootball atliletes,from an lNCAA‐biⅣision
III college lh central N´ew YorК State.  丁he coaches involved Were each
e´sponsiblel for players in specilic'positions which were divided in the
・
          I F
following manner:  offensive receivers, offensive backs, offettsive linemen,
defensive backs, defensive linebackers, and defensive linemener  Each coach
was vldeotaped durlng slx separate practice sesslons when he was working  i
only with・the players of his respeCtive position.  The taping lsessionS
were 20 minutes in length.  The Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC)was the
analytic tool used to code and analyze the behavlors etthibited by the
l
coaches.
Statement of Problem
DAC was used to'determine if differences existed'in the behavior of
coaches exhi'bited toward athletes in a starting position as compared to
the behavior exhibited toward athletes in a non-starting position.
Null Hypothesis
There will be no differences between the behavjors of coaches toward
tl their starting playei"s and the behaviors of coaches toward their reserve
p'l aye rs .7'
Assumpti ons
The following assumptions were made for the purpose of ttiis study:
1. Six 20-minute videotapes of each coach with his players will yield
sufficient data to test the hypothesis.
2. The coding of DAC (Martinek & Mancini, 1979) would yield valid
data to test the hypothesis.
Def i ni t'ion of Terms
1. Starter. A player who was listed to start at his pos'it'ion for the
upcom'ing footbal l game 
i2. Non-starter. A player who was not listed to start at his position
for the upcoming footbai'l game
3. The DyadiL Adaptation of CAFIAS (DAC). The instrumeht'used for
the coding of the interactions between the teacher and a single'player or
a small group of no more than four players
4. Interaction Analys'is (IA). An observational technique that records
the frequency of teacher-pupil interact'ion behavio.rs (Flanders, 1970)
5. Flanders' Interaction Analysis System (FIAS). A system designed
to measure verbal interactions between the teacher and student as they
occur in the classroom (Amidon'& Flanders, 1971)
6. Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' interaction Analysis System
(CAFIAS). A system designed to measure the verbal and nonverbal interactions
' between the teacher and the student (Cheffers, 1972)
7. Coaches' Behaviors. Those behavibrs exhibited by coiches during
coach-p1 ayer i nteracti ons
B. Coder Reliability. Cons'istent evaluation on the pari of the
vi deotape coder at an 'aciepta'bl e s i gni f ichnce I evel { }
9ef rmtt*f_ens_
1. DAC, ; niodification of 'CRftnS, was the only interact'ion analysis
system used in this investigation.
2. Male varsity football athletes and coaches from one school w'ith'in
the NCAA Division III level were the only subjects involved in this study.
3. Each coach was observed six tires during practice sessions of ihe
regular season.
I
4. Each observation was only 20 minutes in length.
Limi tati ons
1. The findings may only be valid when DAC is used. 
,
' 2. The results may differ with male athletes and coaches at any level
other than Division III.
?
? ?
?
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Chapter 2
REVIEhI OF RELATED LITEMTURE
The review of literature re1evant to this investigation wi1'l consist
of the following areas: (a) interaction analysis and dyadic interaction
in education, (b) dyadic interaction in physica'l educat'ion, (c) analysis
of the coaching environment, and (d) surmary.
Interaction Analysis and Dyadic 
,
Interaction in Education
Educational iesearchers have been investigating the interactions
occr.rrring between teachers and students in the classroom for almost 50
-years (Allard, t979i. The first researcher to examine the student-teacher
interactions in the classroom was Andehson in 1939. The results of his
'investigat'ion ind'icated that students showed more initiative, cooperation,
and cbntributions when given more freedom, encouragement, and acceptance
by the teacher. Since that time, various observational systems have been
developed f,or use by the researcher to collect specific objective data of
teacher-student. interactions as they are manifested in educational settings.
One type of systematic observation is called interaction analysis.
Interaction ana'lysis (tA) provides a methcid by which interactions betwden-
teacher ahd student are categorized by an observer, thereby providing him
with objective feedback about the actual behaviors which occurled during
.the class: Simon and Boyer (1974) state that there are prerequisites which
must be met for any interaction analys'is system to be effective: (a) 'it
must be descriptive rather than evaluative, (b) it must deal with what can
be measured and categorized, and (c) it must deal with small behavior or
acts rather than concepts. Interaction anaiysis has been used to study the
―
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direct and indirect influence of the teacher, to.study spbntaneous teacher
′behav10r, to helplteachers modify their behavior, and to discrimihate´betw en
tpatterns of tchching (Mancini & Agnew, 1978)。                           .
丁he most widely used system of interaction analysis was develobed by
Flanders in 1960 .(Charlきs, 1972)。  FlanderS: Interaction Analysis system
(FIAS)was designed to Observe and code the verbal' bohavlor that t00k place
between teachers and their pupils in the classroom.  FIAS divided teacher
behavior into two cate00riёs, direct and indireCto  Fl anders (1970)referred,
to ::direCtil tёacher behaviors as those that discourage studentlinitiatiψe
and freedom of actipn and invblve a great deal of lecturing and direCtiOn―
.:giving.  ‖Indi rect:: teacher influence maximizes the fleedom oflstudent
respOnse and action and allows for more creativity and initiative On the
part of the student.
1
Many successful research methods of analyzing classroom behavior have
beeh developed in the areas of teacher effectiveness and teachёr―student
1
classroom interaction (Amidon & Hunter, 1966; Dougherty, 1971;I Flanders,
1970; Mancuso, 1972; Medley & Mitze19 1958; Melograno, 19713 0ber, Bentl ey
& Miller, 1971)。 ThiS research, however, examines teacher behavion direeted
l卜tOWard a class as a whole.  Brophy and Good (1974a)believe that such
reSearch has contributed relatively little information that teachers can
apply..in their daily interactions with students.  The rationale for their
statement is that until recently very little research has focused on the
individual student.  Brophy and Good (1970)indiCate that the majority of
iteacher behavior is directed toward individual students'rather than toward
an entire class.  Observational systems which are designed to analyZe
teacher behavior toward a class as a whole fail to describe the specificity
of classrOom events,which irifluence individual,students (Allard, 19フ9).
When investigating a class as a whole, many of the interactions that occur
between a particular student and teacher go unnoticed.
As indicated.by a number of researchers (BrOphy & Good, 1974a; Mざtinek,
,1979;、Martinek & 」Ohnson9 1979)the relationship between the teaCher and     “
the student has enormous consequences upon the performance and lemotiOnal
well―being of‐the child.  丁herefOre, the research dealing withlteacher
behavior must be more sensitive to the interaction with the individual
‐     studOnt rather than with the entire classo  A more thorough de,cription of
dyadic interaction bёtieen・a teacher´and a particular studёnt enables the
teacher to become more sensitive to that particular student:S 9haracteristi cs,
beha‖or,and ind宙 duality.The teaCher面11'also be a由[101品lyZe the
manner in which he/she interacts with the student'(Martinek & Manしni9 1979)。    .
ReSearch completed by Rosenthal and 」acobson (1968)suggeltS that
teacherst ёxpectationsl may havb an important effect on a studeハt〕s
intelleetual development.  In their book, PygmaliOn in the Classroom,
|
Rosenthal and 」acobson (1968)provide cOnvincing evidence thatlteachers give
differential treatment to their students as a result of certail expectations
lheld by the teacher。  丁h y hypothesized that these expectations for
・:student achievement would function as a self―fulfilling prophe9y.  A
|
sel f―ulfilling prophecy is a prediction which initiates a series of events
ithat causes the original expectation or prediction to come trul.  If a
teacher has an expectation of a student, and behaves ln accordance wlth
that expectation, the student may in fact live up to that expectation.
This iS not to say that any and all expectations will come truet  lt does
mean, however, that teacherst expectations can affect their interactions   ・
with their students which in turn influence the child's behav'ior, success,
and/or failure (grophy & Good, 1970). The results of'Rosenthal and Jacobson
(lS0a1.research have led educators and researchers al'ike to furrther explore
expectation effects on student achievement. This type.of research, in'itiated
by Brophy and Good (1970), resulted in dyadic versions of and adaptations
to existing interaction analysis systems to capture only the iriteractions
that take place between teachers and individual students.
Brophy and Good (1970) were research pioneers in describing and analyzing
teacher behavior as it is directed toward 'individual students. They
developed a system to analyze how the student functions in the classroom
and how the teacher and student interact with each other. The Brophy-Good
system was developed to code the intera'ctioiis between teacher-itudent
dyads. Their system contained the following specifications:
(a) the system is geared to dyadic teacher-student interactions in
which the teacher is interacting with indiv'idual students, (b) it
retains the sequence of action and re:action in each interchange so
that the effects due to the behavior of the teacher can be separated
from those due to the behavior of the student, (c) it is designed
r, SO that iriteractions can be coded by'classroom observers as they
occur without requiring videotape equipment, and (d) it is sensitive
to the teachers' conrnunication of their expectations for student
performance. (Brophy & Good, 1974a, pp. 88-90)
Based on the premise that teachers do treat individual children
different'ly and that most teacher behavior is directed toward individual
lstudents, Brophy and G'ood (1970) believe that the many aspectslof classroom
'interaction can be more appr:opriately ahalyzed w'ith the use of tayaAic
l
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interaction.hnalysis.  BroiDhy and G9od (1974a)dこ velpRed their Teacher―
Child Dyadic lnteraction System to code only the teacher behavior di●ect d
t6ward individudl もtudbnts hithin the classr6om.  They ifound their system
useful tO teachers for the following reasons: (a)it can prOザide teachers
with feedback concerring differential treatment t9Wardレminority groups,
(b)it Can show teachers which students receive little or no recognition .
and which students receive primarily negative comments, and (ご) t Can
provlde supervlsorsowlth information that they can use ln a pdsltive marner
i
ぃto crange teacher.behavlor。                                   |
Brophy・and Good (1970)used their tteacher―Child Dyadi  lnteraction
System to examine the relationship between teacher expectation,s and pupil
l
achievements wlth first grade students.  They found teachers demanded
better performances and were more likely to praise the Studenl for WhOm
they had higher expectancies.  In contrast, they were more likely to
accept poor performance from low expectancy students when it dccurred。
They also found that when low expectation students could not answer
questions asked by the teacher, the teacher elther answered the question
for them or called on someone else.  However, when high expectation students
could not answer a question, the teacher either repeated or rephrased the
question.  A nunber of follow‐up studies (Good, Sikes & Brophy, 19723
|
Jeter & Davi s, 19723 Mё「 doza, Good & Brophy, 1972)which Support the
findings of the original research by Brophy and Good (1970)haVe bebn
completed at the junior high and high school levels.
I
Rothbart, Dal fen, and Barrett (1975)undert00k a study tol determine if
teachers in clasSroom‐settings behave differently toward ::briglt:: Studenぜs
rather than ::dull:i students.  Thirteen fёm。l  students in thei卜 final year
11
:
!
of study in the Bachelor of Education program at McGill University served
as teachёrs wlille 27 male and 25 female high school pupils ranging in age
frbm 13-15 yedrs served as students.  Prior to eachンsimulated classroom
session the ettpected high and low achievers were identified to the teacher.
Rothbart et al.(1975)were interested in observing (a)the teachel:s
allotment of time between i:brightil and !:dull:: students,(b)the amount of
reinforcement l(encOuragement)directed toward the two groups, and (C)the
resulting verla1 0utput of the :ibri ghtl: and ::dull:: students.  The resu]ts
I
indicated that the teachers spent more time attending to the high expectation
group rather than thё.low expecIOtiOn,,qiroup.  No Significart difference
was found betleen the amount of positive reinforcement of the high versus
low expectati:n student.  Rothbart et al。 (1915).conCluded thatithざir
results support previous research indicating that teachersi expeこtatiOn
of student achievement can in fact influence student performanCe.
Dyadic lnteraction in Physical Education
Descripti ve―analytic techniques have been utilized in physical education
,
settings for about 10 years.  Charl es (1972)has stated that FIAS is the
most widely uied IA system in educationo  A flaw.in FIAS, however, is、its
inability to dode in the classroom the nonverbal behavlors which are most
evident in physical education classes (Cheffers, 1972)。 SinCe much of
i
the activity in physical education classes is nonverbal, a need existed
to develop an lobserver system that could meaSure both verbal and nonVelbal
behaviors.    1
Cheffers,(1972)thought that there wbre three majOr limitations of
FIAS preventing itS Successful use in physical education classes:  (a)
it waS concerバed only With verbal behavior,(b)it viewed the teacher as
1
1
1
1
:
．
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the so19 teaCling agent,(c)it only allowed the coding of the class structure
尋
as a wholeo  Cheffers (1972)modified FIAS into a system that could describe
physical education classes with a greater degree of sensitivityo  cheffers:
Adaptation of IFlanders: Interaction Analysis system (CAFIAS)incl uded
the followinglmodi fications:  (a)teacher and student behaviors could be
categorized.as either verbal or nonverbal, (b)the class structure could
be broken down into whole or part, and (c)the teaching agent could be
classified as teacher, student, or environment.
Since 1973, numerous studies have been conducted utilizing CAFIAS to
systematically record and analyze data concerning teacher―stu ent interaction
patterns (All lrd, 1979).  HoWever, Alla´d (1979)pointS out that these
studies provide information about thё teachers: interactlon patterns
i
which are directed toward the entire class rather than individual students.
In an effort to pFeSent a rationale for research into teacher inぜeractions
with individual students in physical education classes, All ard (1979)
states that the prOblem with observational・sys ems analyzing teacher behavior
toward an entire class is thiat the results obtained are too general to
yield information about individual students.All ard(1979)pOintS out
that student‐s,differing in sex, おace, and socioeconomic status exist
l
within classeS and that the differential treatment that individual students
recelve from thelr teachOrs may account for the differences ln trielr
behavior.  Intorder to record such differential treatment, instruments
are needed that will permit an observer to record teacher behavior direCted
toward individual_students (All ard, 1979).
Realizino the need to further sensitize the teacher to the type of
interactions that occur in the classroom, Martinek and Mancini (1979)
|
:
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modified iCAFIAS tto measure the dyadic interactions between the teacher・hnd
a particular→student。 'Thёy Cohtended that man, 。f the i tbractions occurring
between the teacher and a partitular・stbdent a ёo｀verlookeL, and that an
importaht direction of teacher inf]uence iS behavlor diFected toward
individual students rather than toward an｀entire class.  丁hi  p ecipitated
the need to lrovlde educators and researchers wlth a method to record and
analyze teacher behavlor directed toward individual students.  Martinek
こ
andl'Mancini (1979)further adapted CAFIAS with the development of the Dyadiこ
Adaptation of Cheffers: Adaptation of Flanders: Interaction Analysis System
(DAC).  Desi gned'to measure the dyadic interaction between the teacher and
a particular'student, the following procedures were added to those used in
CAFIAS: (a)leach student to be observed must bQ identified prior to the
L          ・
start of theiclasS tO be obse・rved、9(b)the Only behavior to be coded i｀s
that between'the teacher and the individual student or sIInll group of no
more than fottr pupils, and (c)behaViOr tallies are accompanied by a
numbered subscript representing the individual student or small group of
students in the classroom.
In an effort to study whether teachers ,olsciously or unconsciously
//
exhibit preferential behavior toward cerl`in Students in their classr,oms,
Martinek (19'9)developed a research model to investigate expectation
effects in the physical education settingo  Martinek (1979)citeS the
research of ttosenthal and 」acobson (1968)and Brophy and Good (1974a)whi Ch
indicates that teacher expectations do, in fact, mediate differential
l
teacher―student interactions.  The research model developed by Martinek
(1979)identifies three variables: (a)the expectation source variable
l
(Student:s age, sex, performance ability), (b) interactive variable
(dyadiC interaCtiOn between the teacher and student), and (c)expectancy
outcome variable (studentis self―conc p , physical performance, and
expectations).  The tenets of his mod01 were (a)that teachers form・
expectations of their students as a result of perceptions gained through
prevlous contact wlth・he student or by the recelvlng of information about
the studentis achievёment potential, (b)that expectations ultimately
affect the quantity and quality of the interaction between teacher and
student,(c)that teacher・ expectations ir conjunction with the quality    ' `
of interaCtionlcan influence specific behavlor and affect outcomes of
student behavibri ahd (d)_that expectancy outcome,i will syPsequently
reinforce the initial ёxpectatiois f6r繭ed by the ttacher.
Until recとntly, re19tiV1ly´few studies ,ave luri112しd dyaciic inteiaCtiOn
analysis systems in phytical educatiol settings.  Five recent studies
(Crowe, 1979; Devlin, 1979; Martinek & 」ohnson, 1979; Oien, 19793 Reisenweaver,
1980)have usel a dyadic forln of observation to examine teacher behavior
・
     1
directed toward individual students in physical education classes.
Crowe (1979)modified Rosenthal:s (1974)Four Factor ttheory to
investigate teacher expectatiOns and teacher student dyadic interactions.
With the use of Brophy and Goodis System,(1974a), CrOWe (1979)examined
tlie effects of teacher expectations on five variables (climate, feedback,
output, input,i and touch)with 10W and high expectancy junior high school
students.  丁he results indicated that the students perceived as high
achievers werざ asked more questions, had more evaluative commごnts directed
toward them, received 口o  att ntion, were taught more new material, and
1
"ere given mole oppOrtunities to respond than the students designatё
d as
low achievers.  The findings of Cr9weiS (1979)study inditate that teachers
i
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do treat theiriStudents differently according to their expectat'ions of
them i n the cl assroom.
0ien (1979) util'ized the Individualized Teacher Behavior.Analysis
System, developed by Dr. George T. Lewis, in a study to determine if teacher
i
behavior towarE individual students is related to teacher perception of
skill performahce, class personaf ity, class participation, .and student
gender. The results showed that boys received more praise and encouragement,
more questionsl, more lectures, more directions, and more criticisms than
did gir'ls. 
'
"Meirtinek and Johnson (tgZg) utilized the Dyadic Version of CAFIAS (DAC)
to investigate'the ef,fects of teacher expectatiohs on spec'ific teacher-
student behavibrs. Five elementary school teachers were asked to rate their
I
students accor,ding to how they expected their students to perform'in terms
of physical achievement. The highest 10 and lowest 10 of each class
comprised the,sample. Martinek and Johnson (L979) found that the.differential
behavior in te'achers is associated with their high or 1ow expectations of
t
i
each student. Their results suggest that teachers approach high achievers
more frequently'than low achievers, thus giving high achievers more opportunity
to interact with the teacher. Expected high ach,ievers received,more
praise and encouragement than did low achievers. It was also found that
expected high fachievers received significantly greater acceptance of ideas
along with more analyt'icai questions and directions from the'ir teacher than
:did the expected 'low achievers.
I
Devlin (igZg) conducted a study to determihe if disruptive elementary
age children could alter the "direct" behavior of their physical education
teacher through the use of specific contingency management skills. It was
16
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also her inteht to determine what effects the learning of contingency
management skills has on the disruptive child's self-concept. 0f the 40
students used in the study,20 were designated as the treatment-group, and
in
20 were desigdated as the control group. DAC was used to assess the
teacher-student interactions,.and the Martinek-Zaichko'wsky Self-Cbncbpt
Scale (MZSCS)'was used to measure the students' self-concepts. The results
indicated that teaching contingency'mahagement skills to disruptive
students was successful in altering physical education teachers' direct
behavior to more indirect teaching behavior. The treatment group'scored
sign'ificantly higher on-teacher praise, acceptance, questioning, and student
interpretive responses. Significantly lower scores were recorded for the
treatment grorip on teacher direction, criticism, student predicthble response,
I
and student initiated behavior. The self-concept of the students was
favorably infiuenced through learning and practicing the contingency
,J
managenient skills.
I
In a more recent study, Reisenweaver (1980) employed DAC to compare
the teaching behavior patterns of secondary female physical education
teachers in theirinteractions with high-skilled and low-skilled students.
Each ,instructor ranked. her students from I ow ski I I abj I i ty to hi gh ski'l 1
ability prior to the ta'ping of the first class. The top 33% wer:e iaentitiea
as h'igh skilled and the botton 33% were identified as low skilled. Ten
I
students fromj.each class were randomly selected to participate in the study,
five from the'high-skilled group and five from the low-ski'lled group.
The results indicated a significant difference between the behavior patterns
I
of the samplelsecondary phys'ica1 education teachers.as they 'interacted with
the high-skilled students as compared'to their interactions with the low-
|Skilled students.  I″t ractlons with the high―sklll d group、sh wed
1
significantlylmOre acceptance Of Student ideas and actions, teacher praise,
questioning, information―gi ving, student interpretive response, and・s ud nt
initiated reslonse.  Interactions with the low―skilled group showed
SiOnifiCantlylmore teacher direction, cri ticism, and predictable response.
Analysis pf the Coach埼ng Environment
Researchlrs have approached coaching assessment in a variety of ways。        1
Perci val (1974)stateS that the analysis of coaching methOds has been,
based mainly bn tradition and opinlons instead of being based on knowledge
of scientific coaching theories.  Many ざducぎtors believe that cciaches should
be judged thelsame Way as any=Other mem6er inv01ved in the educatlon process
(M00re, 1970)l  lt appears that the evaluation of a coach has paralleled
that of the tёacher.  Prior to the development of systematic observational
systems, the major cniterion used for the evaluation of a teacher waζ
student achieψoment (Me10grano, 1971)。  Li kewise, in coaching, the coach
was evaluatedlon his/her playersi aこりieVements.  In other words, coaches
were evaluatel by their season;s win-loss recordo  Governali (1974)stateS
that evaluati6ns on win‐lo s records fail to take into consideration
uncontrollabll faCtOrs such as injury, schedull ng, parity of budgets,
:
practice time: or athletic ability.  Kapl an (1976)conducted a Study of
Division II football coaches and found no significant relationship between
the leader befavior of coaches and the'ir win-loss records.
Unti'l recently, studies involving the investigation of coaches'
behavior'have used various techniques such as questionnaire and personality
trait inventories. Stud'ies conducted by Danielson, Zelhart, and Drake
(1975), Hendry (l9tq), and LaGrand (1970), are examples of these types" of
17
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i nvesti gati ons.
'To study:behavioral characteristics of coaches LaGrand (1SZO1 used
a semantic diiferential scale in describ,ing a coach's enthusiasm, willingness
to give individ0al he1p, ability to inspire, and the use of discipfine.
LaGrand (tgZO) used 304 collegiate male athletes from four sports: (a)
basketball, (b) wrestling, (c) soccer, and (d) tennis to investigate the
range of responses to athletes to the behavioral characteristics of th'eir
It.
coach. Significant differences were found to exist in characteristics of
coaches of different sports as viewed by their players. Basketball players
and wrestlers.rated their coaches'methods of teaching and use of d'iscipline
higher than did soccei' and tennis players. Wrestlers viewed their coaches
as having u gi.uter ability to inspire. LaGrand (1970) concluded that each
sport has its own specific individuaiity and behaviors different from any
other sport.
Using the Dynamic Persona'lity Inventory, Hendry (1974) compared the
behaviors of ieachers and.coaches in relation to their personality and
social orientation.. Physica'l eiducation teaihers and coaches from the college
level 
.sErved as subiects. Results showed that coaches possess a number of
tr
personal ity characteristiis tfiat'Separate them from physical education
teachers. Teachers were found to possess qual'ities of overt'sociabi,'lity,
high inspiration, and drive,,whereas, coaches were more controlled-with
restricted ideals and high organizational ab'ilities.
i
Danielsoh et al. (1975) made use.of a questionhaire dea'ling with
1
leadership behavior of coaches to study the coaching behavior as perceived
by athletes. One hundred sixty secondary hockey players were given a
140-item questionnaire modified from"the Leader Behavior Descriptive
19
Questionnaipq.(l-lemphi1l & Coons , Lg57) for use in sports settings. The 57
I
"most comnnnly reported coaching behdv'iors were subjected to a multidimensional
i
scaling and factor analysis. 'It was, conq'luded that hockey player:s rated
their coaches ds having iritegrative behaviors wh'ich encourage their*players
to work together as a team. Also, the m.ajority pf'behavior in hockey * 1
coaching appedrs to be related to the dissemination of information either to
or from the coach.
To code Coaches in naturalistic settirgS,. Smith, Smoll and Hunt (tg77)
constructed tlie Coaching Behavior Assessment System (CBAS). CBAS consists
of 12 behaviofal categories derived from content analysis of coaching
behaviors during practice and game situations. It was found that CBAS
could be used with varying effectiveness to analyze different sports. Due
to the discrete fiature of events CBAS was used with high re'liability and
accura'Cy in coding basebal'l and volleyba)I coache's. However, in.,po.t,
1
like basketball and soccer, where the action is cont'inuous, the coding was
idifficult due to the 'inability to trace the coaches' behavior.
i
Tharp and Gallimore (1976) used a beh'avioral coding system similar
!
ito CBAS and f6und it to maintain a high'interobserver reliability in the
coding of baslietbal I . Tharp and Gal'limore (tgZO) investigated John Wooden
(former basketball coach at UCLA) from an interest in educat'ional method.
Fiftben prractjce sessions were observed using a lO:category system involved
with different behavior patterns exhibited by tJooden during practice.
Results indiciited that over'50% of Wooden's coaching behavior was
i nstructi onal ly ori ented.
'Bain (tSZe; conducted an investigation that described values and
norms irnplicit in secondary school physical education classes and athlet'ic
:
|
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team practices. Using the 1976 version of the Implicit Vali.res Instrument
for Physical Education, Bain (tgZA) tested a hypothesis concerned with
differences between male and female physical educators and between teachers
and coaches. Autonomy, competitive dchievement, instructional achievement,
orderliness,'privacy, specificity, and universalism were the dimensions
used to urr.rrlthe values of the subjects. Female students scored higher
1.
than men on pr.ivacy and instructional achievement. Coaches scored higher{.
than'teachers on privacy, instructional achievement, specific'ity. Teachers
scored highei than coaches {n ilre universal'ism dimensibn.
Langsdorf (tglg) developed the Codching Beiiavior Recording Form to
I
systematicallJ,, observe specific coaching behaviors by a' successful major
university footbal'l coach during spring practice. Although used 'initially
....;for a specific' research project. the fbrm-remains a data collecting
instrunent-for use in determining-the nature and arnount of specific coaching
bdhavior which{ occurs during practice sessions or within particu'lar'
segments of a jpractice session. The form contains 10 categories of conmonly
recognized coaching behaviors as first described by Tharp and Gallirnore
(1976) that have been used successful'ly in basketball and footbal'l coaching
environments.lThere also exists an "other" category for a means to record
behavior(s) tliat may be unique and may not fall into any existing behavior
category. Event recording is used to record each d'iscrete occurrence of
the defined behavior as they occur throughout the practice session. This
procedure yieids the total number of times a particular behavior occurs
during an entire practice.session or within a particular practice segment.
This form wili add to what is now known about teaching.and might aid'in
the preparation of future coaches (Langsdorf, 1979).
?
?
?
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Kasson (tglq) was the first researcher to use an interaction analysis
system to evaluate the behav'ior patterns of physical educators in their
teaching and.coaching env'ironments. Using the Mancuso Adaptation for
Verbal and Ncinverbal Observation System (Mancuso, L972), Kasson (1974)
found significant differences in the amount of verbal and nonverbal behaVior
-displayed by three male physical e"ducators while teaching and while coaching.
Athletic coaches were more direct in the teaching aspect of athletes in
their physical education classes. In the coaching aspect, they Droved
themselves to'behave in a more indirect manner. Kasson (tg74) also found
that the amorint of the nonverbal behav'iorin phySical education classes
was greater than verbal behavior. In contrast, the amount of verbal
i
behavior was lgreater than nonverbal behavior during coaching sessions.
I
In the first study of coaching behavior using CAFIAS as the testing
instrument, dhe behaviors of, secondary physica] educators and coaches
were compared. Agnew (L977) examined the behavioral patterns of female
secondary physical educators while teaching and coaching. According to
Agnew (1977),t interactionj betWeen"the'pupi.l/athldte and the'teacheF/coach
were most evi.dent in ine coaching setting. The coaching environment
favored meps:pupil-initiated tiehavior:, and mor'e-iiraise.5.and acceptairce,
both verbal ahd nonveibal. It was also found that the interabtidns exhibited
between femal'e coaches and their athletes were more flexible than the
interactions used 'in the classroom.
CAFIAS and the Group Environment Sca'le (Moos, Inse'l & Humphrey, t974)
were used by Hirsch (1978) then replicated by Proulx (i979) and Staurowsky
(1979) to inVestigate behavioral differences betwden coaches from two
I
distinct environments. Teams were placed'into either a sat'isfied or a not
―‐ ―‐ ‐ ―――――
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satisfied classification as a result of the way athletes responded to
1(
forms R (r:eal) and I (ideal) of the Group Environment Scale (GES). A
median-split'technique was used to diVide the two groups. Significant
diffbrences i.n the coaching-interaction.,behaviors of the two'groups-were
determined by rjse of multivariate analysis of the CAFIAS data. Hirsch
(1978), Proulx (1979), and Staurowbky (1979) concui-in'their: findihgs that
in satisfied lenvironments there existdd"lreater athlete-coach interhctions
I
and more pupil-initiated behaviors. Coaches iri the satisfied environments
w6re found to use more verbal and nonverbal pra'ise and acceptance. Hirsch
(1978), Prou'}x (1979), and Staurowsky (tglg) a'lso used the GES data to
draw comparisons between athletes' and coaches' perceptions of their
environment, players' perception of their environment in relation to an
ideal environment, and p'layers' versus coaches' perception of an ideal
environment. Each investigation found coaches to perceive their environments
closer.to'ideal than their athletes did. Significant differences were
found betweeri athletes'perception of their actual environrnent and an ideal
environnrent,'indicating that change was needed. Satisfied teams were
characterized by higher levels of leader support, order and organization,
i
and independence.
I
4..
Us'ing a'different approach Barr (1978) tested the effects of instruction
in CAFIAS on'ithe coaching behavibrs of secondary sport coaches. A
multivariate lanalysis of variance was performed to determine whether
differences i,n coaching behaviors, as identified by CAFIAS, existed between
those coaches who received instruction in CAFIAS and those who did not
i
ieceive instruction in CAFIAS. Results showed that those coaches who
received instruction in CAFIAS used more questioning, acceptance, aitd prdise,
・
1 ~ 
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and allowed more pupil―initiated behavioro  Barr (1978), therefOre, concl uded
that differences do exlst in coaching behavlor between thσse lnstructed in
CAFIAS and those not instructed in CAFIAS.
Avery (1078)used CAFIAS to study the intqraction patterns of effective
and less effective secondary school coaches during practice sesslo市s.  丁he
Coaches: Perfёrmance Questionnaire, revised from the tteacher Performance
Criteria QueStiOnnaiire (Keil ty, 1975), was uSed to divide the coaches
into effectivざandrlesS effective groups.  Avery (1978)concluded that
there were differences in bbliaviOrs of effective and less effective coaches.
Results foundieffeCtiVe COaches to display mOre indirect behaviors than
less effective lどoachざs.
1
Most recさntly, Quarterman (1980)deve10ped an observational instrument
,
designed specifiCally for describing and analyzing behavior of physicビ1
education teachё rb and athletic cδaches.  Focusing on verbal as well as   ・
nonverbal beh:vior, the behavioF analysis presented in Quartermanis
lnstrument are defined in terms of the operant relnforcement theory.
i
According to this theOry, the immediate response to behavior by physical
education teaghers and coaches shapes the future behavlor of thelr students
and players. :The frequency of desirable behavior can be increased th,ough
positive or iegative reinforcement.  In contrast, the freqOency of an
dndesirable bёhavior can be reduced either through punishment or through
the reinforcement of othOr desirable behaviors.  Therefore, since behavior
is a function of its consequences, teachers and coaches should know how
to deliberately and selectively dispense reinforcing consёquenc s (Quarterman,
1980)。
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Resea.cf,lrs in education have been invest'igating the interact'ions
between teachers and'students in classrooms for 50 years. Various.techn'iques
have been developed to systematically observe and code teachers as they
interact with- their students. One form of observation is called interaition
ana'lysis, which was developed to code the interactions that ta'ke place
between the teacher and the class as a whole. Flanders' Interaction
I
Ana'lysi s Syst'em (FIAS ) (Fl anders, 1970) i s the most w'idely used IA
i
system. l
As indicited by a number of researchehs (Brophy & Good, 1970; Martinek,
t979; Martinek & Johnson, lgTg), the relat'ionship bettueen the teacher and
the student has enormous consequences upon the perfo-rmance and erirotional
well-bejng of; the child. Research completed by Rosenthal 
.and Jacobson
(tgOg) suggested that teachbrs' expectations may have an important ef.fect
on a student's intellectual developrirent. Rosenthal and Jacobson's (1968)
research resulted in dyadic. versions'and dyadic adaptations to existing
IA systems to,capture only the 'interact'ions'that takeiplace'Setween the-
r i夕,■
teacher and ihdividual student.
Brophy ahd Good (tgZO) werei pioneers of-.es.a.ch descriUing'faffa
analyzing teacher behavior directed to*ward individual students within
the regular classroom through the implementation of the Teacher:Child
Dyadic Interaction System. They contended that research which exaiiines
teacher behavior toward a class as a whole contributes fittle ihformation
that teachers'can apply-.i n-ine;r dai1j, interactions with students. Brophy
I{
and Good (tgZO) used their system to examine the relationship between
i
teacher expectations and pupil ach'ievements with first grade students.
‐
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They found that high achievers initiated more contacts with teachers,
teachers demanded better performances from designated- high achievers,
and teachers were more likely to praise those students for whom they held
higher expeCtations. A,number of follow-up studies (Good et al., 1972;
Jeter & Divis, 1972; Mendoza et a1 ., tg72) have Ueen coriip'leted at the junior
high and high'school level in support of the original finding's researched
,i
by Brophy andl Good (1970). - ,n
Cheffersi OglZ) modified FIAS for use in physical educition settings.
Numerous stud,lies have been. conducted utilizing CAFIAS to systemica'l1y
record and anhlyze data concerning teacher-student 'interaction patterns.
AIlard (1979)l however, points out that these studies provide information
about the intbraction pattdrns of teachers directed toward the enti]re
J
class rather than individual students. Allard (1979) continues to'say
that the.problgm with observational systems which an"h'lyze teacher
behavior directed toward an entire class is that the results obtained are
too generhl tb y'ield information about individual students. Allard (1979)
pointed out the need for studying dyadic interactions in the physical
education setting in order to achieve a more complete description of
teacher-pupi f i nteract'ions.
Fi ve rec'Ent stlrdi es (Crowe , lgTg; Devl i n , L979; Marti nek & Johnson,
1979;0ien, 1979; Re'isenweaver, 1980) have used a dyadic form of observation
to', exami ne teacher behavior di rected toward i nd'ivi dual students i n phys'ica1
education cl asses.
Researchers have"approached coaching assessment in a variety of wayg.
A number of people have stated that the coach is a teacher and that the
successful coach must be a good teacher (Moore, 1970; Tharp & Ga:lfimore,
26
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i(1976). trJith this in'mind it would seem appropriate that coaches be
evaluated as teachers.
I
Researchei's such as Danielson et al. (1975), Hendry (1974), and
LaGrand (1970) I used teichniques such as questionnai re and persona'l'ity trai t
inventories tol assess coaches' success and achievernent'. Smith et al . (L977),
Tharp and Gallimore (1976), and Bain (tSZe1 develop€d behavioral categories
to analyze coathing behaviors. Kasson (1974) was the first researcher
to use an intei"action analysis system to"evaluate the.behaviori patterns*
of phySical educators in their coaching environment. ngn.* (1977) was the
first to use CAFIAS to-examine Sehavioral patterhs of coaches. Numerous
stud'ies have since been completed using CAFIAS (Agnew, 1977; Avery, 1978;
Barr, 1978; Hi,rsch, 1978; Proulx, 1979:' Staurowsky, 1979).
As in education, nnst of the investigations dealing w'ith. athletes
j
haVe focused oh the coach as he/she interacts with his team-as a whole.
Educational re'seanchers have found that these investigations provide little
for the teacher to apply to the teaching environment. Inasmuch as teaching
has been equated with coaching, and research in coaching has paralleled
that of teaching, the next step in the analysis of coaching behavior is
to.investigate coaching behavior with a single or individual player.
:
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter is concerned with the nrethods and procedures that were
utilized for the gathering of data for this invest'igation. It includes
the selection:of subjects, testing instruments, coder reliability, procedures,
scoring of data, treatment of data, and surmary.
Selection of Subjects
The subjects used for this investigation consisted of the head football
coach, his fiVe;dssistants, and 57 players from an NCAA Division III college
varsity football team in central New York. Coaches were personally
contacted and:permission granted for the gathering of data. Informed
consent forms, (Appendix A) were completed by the coaches prior: to the
first filming:
Testing Instruments
The Dyadic Adaptation of Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction
Ana'lysis SystEm (DAC) (Mart'inek & Mancin'i , L979) was the testing instrurent
used to utt.tt the verbal and nonverbal behaviors that occurred between
the coach and his player:. BEhavior directed'at the..entire group of
players was n'ot recorded; rather, the interact'ions of the "coach with a
_)single player'or a small group of nci mbre than four piayers were recorded.
; @
Each crjath was personally contacted by the 'investigator and instructed
i
I
on the procedures involved jn the study. Six v'ideotapes were taken of
i
each coach at'random t'imes throughout the regu'lar season while he was. \
working with,only his assigned.players. The coaching posit'ions were
divided in ttie following manner: offensive receivers, offensive backs,
?
?
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offensive linOmen, defensive backs, defensive linebackers, and defёnsive
linemen。  P´ri6r tO each week of practice each coach cOmpleted a questiOnnaire
(Appendix B)whiCh asked him to list, at each position, those players that
would start in the upcomiing football game and those that would not start.
Within a specific practice week, prior to a football game, each coach was
vldeotaped one time.  A mlcrophone was attached around the neck of the
|
coach to obtain the verbal communications that took place between thё
coach.and his athleteo  Each taping session lasted 20 minutes.
Coder Reliability
ln order to deterlnine the coder:s reliability, one videotaped “
practice session of each of two coaches inv01ved in this study was
randomly selelted・  丁ドёse videotaped practice sessions were coded and
subjected to a repeated coding on a separate sltting.by an expert tralned_
1
in the use of DAC.  The top 10 cellsけwere ranked and the Spearman lank‐order
cOrrelation was utilizёd for t e reliability estimate.
Scorlng of Data
The datalgathered from the coding of DAC was transferred to a
recording sheet.  A tally was placed in the apprOpriate interaction cell
across from the playeris name.  After all the data were transferred to
the recording sheet, the data were scored separately for each individual
player througぃ the f01lowiいg sequence:  (1)each.Cell total was summed and
recorded by writing OVer the tallies, (2)each player‐received a total
score for thel total number of tallies,(3)each Cell received a percentage
1
by dividing each cell:total by thq playeris total score, and (4)each
percentage was combined under the′verbal and nonverbal cells 6f each of
the・ 16 CAFIASi behaviors, arriving at 10 percentages for each player.
?
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丁reatment of Data
The entire population of a college Division III varsity football.team
i
from central New York was used for thi s study. Due to the use of, the total
population, only descriptive statistics were employed to determine whether
or not differences existed in coaching behavior exhibited toward athletes
in staiting positions compared to coaching behavior exhibited toward
athletes in ndn-starting iositions. The computer scoring of DAC yi"e'lied
!percentages or ratios for each of the 16 variables. Visual comparisons
were made between the 'starting and non-starting groups of athletes to
determine the re1ative standings 
.of both groups -and players on each of
the variablesr Any differences seen were taken to be true differences.
Summary
The subjects consisted of the'hb"itd football- cciach, hi's iir. urristants,
and the entire 1979 varsity,footbal.l team from an.NCAA Division "III. coi'l'ege
in central New York. Using DAC, the behaviors of the six coaches wbre
analyzed to determine if differences existed in their interactions with
t
players in stdrting positions as compared to their interactions with
players in non-starting positions. Six videotap'es were taken of each coach
at random times throughout the regular season while he was working with'
only iiis assigned players. Prior to each week of practice each individual
coach iomplet"ed a questionnaire (AFpendix B) which asked for the listing
.of the startifg ana non-starting players for the upcoming fobtball game
at each position.
The videotapes wele coded by a re'liable coder using DAC. DAC was
used to examine the verbal and nonverbal behaviors of each coach as he
interacted with h'i.s players. Raw data forn each coach were transposed
―」
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onto computer cards and computer analysis provided scores for each of the
16 DAC variables.
Descriptive statistics were utilized to determine if differences in
i
coaching behavior, as identitied fV DAC, existed between their interactions
with starting and with non-starting athletes. The computer scoring of
' DAC yielded pdrceritages and'ratios .frir each of the 16 variables. Visual'
I
comparisons were made between the starting and non-starting groups of athletes
to determine the relative stahdings of both groups on each of the variables.
|
,
1
Chapter 4
:            ANALYSIS OF DAttA
This chapter presents the results that were found when comparing
the individuall behavior of six NCAA Division III f00tball coaches toward
their startind athletes and non‐starting athletes.  The Dyadic Adaptation
「
of CAFIAS (DAC)was uSed to measure the behavlor of the coaches on their
athl etes.  All of the categories used in DAC were the same as those
comprising thd CAFIAS system (see Appendix C), and its variables will   ・
be referred tl as DAC variables throughOut this chapter.  In addition to
an individual Fprofile on each coach, the combined behaviors of all the
coaches invol↓ed in the study toward the starting and non―starting athletes
are analyzed,'the assessment of coder reliability is discussed, and a
sunlmary is in:luded.
Coder Reliability
ln order t6 deterlnine the reliability of the coder for this investigation,
two vldeotapel praCtiCe sesslons, one from a non―tarting group and e
frOm、a starting gloup, were randomly selected by an expert coder.  Each
vldeotape was coded durlng two lndependent observation sesslons.  A          .
Spearman rank―order corrёlation for the two independdnt observations was
determined for the top 10 cell concentrations (See Appendix D).  丁he mean
of the correlations was .9863, which was sufficient to indicate that the
coder was reliable.  Data from the correlations are illustrated in Table l.、
,
Individual Profile:  Coach One
A surnmary of thefuse of 16 DAC parameters for the starting and
l-,
non-starting htnletes of Coach One' is presented in lable 2. Visual
comparisons indicated that there-was little.difference in the behavior of
t'
l
|
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l
Table l
Coder Reliability★
Coach
?
?
??
Coach 3 (Non―s,arter)
,
。9879
Coach 5 (Startёr)          i          .9848
:
。9863
*.Coder reliability determindd by a Spearmdn rho correlation,'on
'the coding of coaching behaviors for the two independent observations.
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Tab,le 2,
Use of l'lajor DAC Parameters by
Coach One
DAC Parameters
Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Percehtage
丁otal Coach Contrilution (丁CC)                      65。01
TOtal Athlete lContribution (TAC)                     27.05
TOtal Sllence and/oriCOnfusion (sC)                   7.94
Total Coach Uie of QuestiOning (TCQR)                 4.78
丁otal Coach Uゞe of Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR)     74.14
Total A´thlete lnitiatibn, Coach Suggested′(TAICSR)  87.73
]
Total Athlete:Initiation, Athlete Suggested (丁AIASR) 0。76
Content Emphagis, coach lnput (cECI)                 44.46
Coach as Coacr (cc)                                 100.00
0ther Athlete las Coach (AC)                           0.00
The Environmert as cOach(EC)                      0。00
1             …
VerbJ EmphぉギlVEl     . 受40
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVEり
P           i             .   47:60
Class Structu=ミ
゛
as One・Unit (W)                      100100
i        
…
Class Structure as Groups or lndividuals (P)          0.00
Class Structure・wi h NO COach lnfluence (I)           0。00
63.92
27.75
8.33
4.35
74.65
89。54
0。00
44.03
100.00
0。00
0.00
51 94
48。06
100。00
0。00
0。00
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Coach One aS ihe interacted with his stOrters and non―starters.  A slight
difference o■ 1.1% was found in the DAC parameter ttotal Coach Contribution
(TCC)。  Although minimal differences were observed, coach One issued more  
‐
praise, acceptance, questions, di rections, cri ti cism, and empathy toward
his starters.  A´1.8% difference was o‐bs rved between the starters and
non=starters‐in the parameter TOtal Athlete lnitiation, coach Suggested
(TAICSR).  丁h:e non―starters respOnded more in interpretive situatiOns,
asked 「Юre questions, and showed more ln]tiative than did the starters.
I
A bar graph was utilized to compare the starters: and non―startersi
「
percentages Of behavior in each DAC category for Coach One (see Figure l).
In suppOrt 6i the reSults obtained from Table 2, only small differences
were found to exlst in the behavlor of Coach One toward his starters and
non―starters.`  Visual analysis indicated a minimal diffeFence df O:9%, in
favor of the tstarters in the amount of nonverbal informatiOn…giving issu d
by Coach One.  丁he other noteworthy difference was found in the DAC behavior
category Athlbtes: Nonverbal lnterpretive RespOnseo  Results from the bar
graph are colsistent with results from ttable 2, in that the non―starting
athletes responded more than the starters、 in interpretive situations.
丁he 10 riost=frequent interaction patterns and.their percentages of
occurrence for both the starting and non―starting athletes of Coach.One
are illustrated in Table 3.  The interaction patterns and the order of the
lnteraction patterns for the starters and non―starters of Coach O e were
idёnti calo  Al so, no significant difference was found tO exist between
the percentage of occurrence for each interaction pattern of the starters
i
and non―starters.  The lnteraction patterns of Coach One for both the
starters andinon―Starters were 9xtendqd coach information―givirg which
 ヽ               チ
`
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Tabl e 3
Frequent Interaction Patterns and Percentage
Among the Top 10 Cel I s for Each Group -
Coach One
Starters
lnteract‐lon   l
:
Pごttёrns
i
Non -starters
Percentage of
0ccurrence
Interacti on
Patterns
Percentage of
0ccurrence
5-5
8 ‐ヽ3
3-2
2-5
5‐8ヽ
8 -ヽ10
lb―ハ
A‐6
5-6
6‐g、
17.59
11.62‐
10.95
9.06
7.72
7.40
7.36
3.81
3.68
3.50
5-5
8 -ヽ3
3-2
2-5
5-8ヽ
8 -ヽ10
10-8ヽ
8■-6
5…6
6-8ヽ
16.99
11.85
11.46
8.98
8.80
7.86
7.81
4.21
3.98
3.65
Interaction Pattern Description
f
5-5  extended informationrgiVing
8 -ヽ3  athleteSi interpretive response followed by coaches:｀acceptance
of athlきtesl ideas or.actions
3-2  coachest acceptande bf athletell, ideas3and actioりS f01lowed by
:       ´                     ・
coachesl pralSe
l              , _ l          r "
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Table 3 (continued)
2-5 coaches' praise followed by coaches' information-giving
5-8\ coaches' information-giving followed by athletes''interpretive
behavi or
' 8\- 10 extended athl etes ' i nterpreti ve dri I 'l s
10-8\ extended athletes' interpretive dril'ls
8\-6 athletes' interpretive behavior fo:llowed by coaches' direction
5-6 coaches' informat'ion-giving followed by coaches' direction
6-8\ coaches' direction followed by athletes' interpretive behavior
39
required interpretive responses by the athletes'followed by coach acceptance
and the use of, the athletes' actions followed by coach praise (5-5-8\-3-2).
Following the coach's praise, he issued more information that re(uired
interpretive response by the athletes which led to extended interpretive
resp6nse"by the ath'letes while participating in drills (S-e\-10:8\). The
drill participation was followed by coach's direction and coach"s information-
gi v'ing, fo1 I owed by addi ti ona'l coach ' s di recti on requi ri ng athl etes '
i ntei"preti ve response (6-5-6-8\) .
Individual Profile:  Coach Two
A surnmary of the use of 16 DAC parameters for the starting and
non-starting athletes of Coach Two is presented in Table 4. Visual
comparisons indicated that i relatively large difference of 8.45% existed
in the DAC paranreter Total Coach Use of Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR),
indicating that Coach Two issued-a great deal rirore acceptance and praise
toward his starters as compared to his non-starters. A marked difference
was also found in the parameter Total Athlete Initiation, Coach Suggested
(TAICSR). The starters responded more in interpretive situations, asked
more questions, and showed more initiat'ive than did the non-starters. 0f
the remaining 14 DAC pararneters, no significant differences were foilnd to
exi st.
Utilizing a bar griiph (see Figure 2), the percentages for the starters
and non-starters of Coach Two were compared in each of the DAC behavior
categories. Visual analysis revealed that Coach Two exhibited more verbal
praise toward his starters. The non-starters received more verbal
d'irections, however, the starters received more nonverbal directions. The
total ,percentage of.verbal and nonverbal directions for the starters was
40
Table 4
Use of Major DAC Parameters by
Coach Two
DAC Parameters
Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Percentage
Total Coach Contribution (TCC)
Total Athlete Contribution (TAC)
Total Silence and/or Confusion (SC)
Total Coach Use of Questioning (TCQR)
Total Coach Use of Acceptance and Praise (finpn)
Total Athlete Initiation, Coach Suggested (TAICSR)
Total Athlete Initiation, Athlete Suggested (TAIASR)
Content Emphasis, Coach Input (CECI)
Coach as Coach (CC)
0ther Athlete as Coach (AC)
The Environment as Coach (EC)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
Ciass Structure as One Unit (t^J)
Class Structure'as Groups or Individuals (P)
Class Structure with No Coach Influence (I)'
64.02
29。02
6.96
0.91
31.90
32.31
1.90
53.39
100.00
0.00
0。00
50.63
49。38
100。00
0.00
0.00
64.04
29。16
6.80
0.63
23。45
29。41
1.48
54.57
100。00
0.00
0。00
51.33 ・
48.67
100。00
0。00
0.00
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
??
・
1
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found io n. withi n 0.3% of the.total percentage of the verbal and nonverbal
directions fbr'the non-starters, indicat'ing that'no difference existed in
the amount of directions Coach Two had g'iven to ti'is starters and non-starters.
A minimal difference*of 1.0% was found, in favor of the non-starters, in
the amount of nonverbal predictable behavior exhibited by the athletes.
The 10 most frequent interaction pattenns and their percentages of
occurrence "for both the starting and non-starting ath'letes of Coach Two
are il'lustrated in Tab'le 5. 0f the 10 most frequent interaction patterns,
eiglit were cbrnmon to both the itarting and non-starting athletes. The
patterns of behavior for the starting athletes of Coach Two are described
as ext6nded coach's information-giving (5-5), followed by coach's directions
which initiated predictable athletes'behavior (6-8). This was followed
by coach's information-g'iving and coach's directions (5-6), which"required
predictable athletes' behavior followed by more coach's informulisn.giv'in9
(B-5), which initiated extended athlete participation in 'interpretive
drills (8\-10-8\). The sequence continued with predictable athletes'
behavior which was praised by the coach followed by coach's information-
giv'ing requiring predictable athletes' behavibr followed by coach's
d'irections wh'ich'initiated extended athletes' predictable behavior
('8'-2-2-5-8-6-B-8 ) .
The patterns of behavior between Coach Two and his non-starting
athletes were characterized as extended coach's information-giv'ing
(5-5), followed by coach's directions which init'iated predictable athletes'
behavior (6-8). This was followed by coach's information-giving and
coachis directions (5-6), which required predictable athletes' behavior
followed by more coach's informat'ion-g'iving (B-5)' which in'itiated
44
Summary of the Most
of Occurrence
Table 5
Frequent Interaction Patterns and Perci-'ntage
Among the Top 10 Cell's for Each Group
Coach Two
Starters
Interacti on
Patte rn s
Non-starters
Percentage of
0ccurrence
I nte ract i on
Pattern s
Percentage'of
0ccurrenc'e
5‐5
6-8
5-6
8‐5
8 1ヽ0
10‐8ヽ
8-2
2‐5
8‐6
8-8
26.96
11.25
10。18
6.25
4.55
4.38
3.48
3.21
■
3.13
2.77
5-5
6-8
5-6
8-5
8 1ヽ0
10-8ヽ
8-6
8-8
6-8ヽ
F     5-8
28。02
11.75
9。78
7.37
4.38
4.19
4.07
3.30
2。60
2.601 ,'
5-5 extended
6-8 coaches'
5-6 coaches'
8.-5 athl etes'
gi vi ng
Interaction Pattern Desctiption
information-giving 
.
direction followed by predictable athletes' behavior
information-giving followed by coaches' directions
prddictable bbhavior followed by coaches' information-
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Table 5 (continued)
8\-10 extended athletes' interpretive drills
10-8\ extended athletes' interpretive drills
8-2 athletes' predictable behavior followed by coaches' praise
2-5 coaches' praise followed by coaches' information-giv'ing
8-6 athletes' predictable behavior followed by coaches' directions
8-8 extended athletes' predictable behav'ior
6.8\ coaches' direction fo'llowed by athletes' interpretive behavior
5.8 coaches ' i nformdtion-gi vi ng fol I owed by athl etes ' predi ctabl e 'behavi or
46
extended athletbs' participat'ion in'interpretive drills (8\-10-8\). The
sequence cdntinued"with predictable ath'letesl behavior followed by coach's
directions which required extended athletes' predictable behavior (8-6-8-8).
This'was followed by more coach's directions which required interpretive
athletes' behavior (6-8\), followed by coach ihformation-giving requiring
athletes' predictable behavior (5-8).
The top six interaction patterns and their order for both the sthrting
and non-starting athletes of Coach'Two were identical. A slight d'ifference'
in the ainount of extended cbach's information-giv'ing (5-5) was found to
exist, with a greater percentage with the non-starting athletes. 0f the
remaining four interaction patterns, the pattern of predictable athletes'
behavior followed by coach's direct'ions followed by extended athletes'
predictable behavior (8-6-8-8) exi3ted for both the starting and non-starting
athletes. The patt'ern of extended coach',s praise of predictable ath'letes'
behavior followed by coach's information-giving (8-2-2-5) occurred only
for the starting athletes, whereas, the behavior pattern of coach's directions
followed by. interpretive athletes' behavior followed by coach's information-
giving requiring predjctab'le athletes' behavior (6-8\-5-8) occurred on'ly
for the non-starters.
Individual Profile: Coach Three
A sununaFy of the use of 16 DAC parameters for the starting and
non-starting athletes of Coach Three is presented in Table 16. Visual
comparisons in?licated slight differences in 2 of the 16 parameters. A
l.16% difference, in favor of the starters, was found in thb parameter
Total Coach Use of Questioning (TCQR), and a 1.03% difference, also in
favor of the starters, was found in the parameter Total Coach Use of
47
Table 6
Use of Major DAC Parameters by
Coach tthree
DAC .Parameters
Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Pdrcentage
Tdtal Coach Contribution (TCC)
Total Athlete Contribution (TAC)
Total Silence and/or Confusion (SC)
Total Coach Use-of Questioning (TCQR)
Total Coach Use of Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR)
Total Athlete Initiation, Coach Suggested (TAiCSR)
Total Athlete Initiation, Athlete Suggested (TAIASR)
Content Emphasis, Coach Input (CECI)
Coach as Coaih (CC)
0ther Athiete as Coach (AC)
The Environment as Coach (EC)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
Cihss Structure as One Unit (W)
Class Structure as Groups or Individuals (P)
Class Structure with no Coach Influence (I)
59.51
32.93
7.56
2.71
31.60
36.45
0:00
39。92
100.00
0.00
0.00
54.04
45。96
100。00
0。00
0.00
59。20
33。09
7.71
1.55
30。63
37.13
0.00
39.24
100.00
0。00
0.00
54.58
45。42
100。00
0.00
0。00
■ 1
―
――?
?
?
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Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR). Although minimal differences were observed,
Coach Three posed more questions to his starting athletes and exhibited
more verbal and nonverbal acceptance, praise, encouragement, and empathy
towardlhis stalters. 0f the remaining 14 DAC parameters, no s'ignificant
differences were found to exist.
Utilizing a ban graph (see Figufe'3), the percentages for the starters
and non-stdrters of Coach.in... were compared in edchrof the DAC behavior
categories. Visua'l analysis supports the results of Table 6 indicating
Coach Three's equal interaction toward his starters and non-starters.
With the'exception of verbal coach's directions, with a difference of
:9%'in favor of the non-starters, there were no differences in the behavior
of Coach Three toward his starting and non-starting group of athletes.
The 10 most frequent interaction patterns and tlieir percentage of
occurrence for both the Starting and noR-starting athletes of Coach Three
are ill'ustrated in Table 7. The interaction patterns of Coach Three
for the starters and non-starters were identical. The orders begihn'ing
with the eighth interaction patterns'-between the two groups of athletes
revealed no distinct differences.
The patterns of behavior between Coach Three and both his starting
athletes and his non-starting athletes were described as coach'.s
directions which required predictable athletes' behavior followed by
coach's information-giving and more coach's directions (6-8-5-6). This
was followed by extended coach's information-giving (5-5) that init'iated
predictable athletes' behavior followed by more coach's 'information-
giving (B-5). The sequence continued with coach's directions which
required interpretive athletes' behavior (6-8\), leading to extended
49
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Table 7
Sumrnary of the Most Frequent Interaction Patterns and
of Occumence Among the Top 10 Cells for Each
Percentage
Group
Coach Three
Starters
Interacti on
Patte rn s
l{on-starters
Percentale of
0ccurrence
I nteracti on
Patterns
Percentage of
0ccurrence
6-8
5-6
5-5
8-5
6‐8｀
8 -ヽ10
10-8ヽ
8-6
2-6
8-3
、16.90
12.72
9.57
6.53
5.81
4。48
4.48
3.46
3.30
3.23
6-8
5-6
5-5
8-5
6-8ヽ
g、_10
10-8ヽ
8-3
8-6
2-6
17.01
13.22
8.61
6.93.
6.11
4.88
4.84
3.46
3.43
3.17
6-8
5-6
5-5
8-5
coaches I
coaches'
extended
athl etes'
gi vi ng
Interacti on Patteirn Descri pt'ion
directions followed by athletes' predictable behavior
i nformati on-gi vi ng fo1 I owed by coaches ' di rect'i ons
informati on-gi ving
predictable behavior followed by coaches' ihformation-
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Table 7 (continued)
6-6\ coaCties' directions followed by athletes' interpretive behavior
8\-10 extended athletes' interpretive drills
10.8\ extended athl etes ' i nterpreti ve dri I I s
. 
.8-6 athletes' predictab'le behavior followed by coaches' direction
2-6 coache's' praise followed by coaches' direction
8-3 athletes' predictable behavior followed by coaches' acceptance of
athletes' ideas or actions
53
athletes' participation'in interpretive drills (B\-10-B\). The sequence
for the starting athletes continued with'predictable athletes' behavior
followed by coach's di".ctions (8-6). Following coach's praise more directions
were given by the coach which required predictable athleted' behavior
iVhich were accepted by the coach (2-6-8-3). For the non-starting athletes
the sequence continued with predictablb athletes' behavior which were
accepted by the coach (B-3), fo]lowed.by additional predictable athletes'-
behavior followed by coach's directions (8-6). Following coach's praise
additional directions were given by the coach (2-6).
Individual Profile: Coach Four
A suminary of the use of 16 DAC pararneters for the.sthrting and
non-starting athletes of Coach Four is presented in Table 8. Visual
compari sons i ndi'cated that si gni f i cant d'i fferences exi sted "i n seven
parameters. A difference of L.7l% was found in the parameter Tota'l Coach
Contribution (TCC), ind'icating that Coach .Four'issued more verbal and
nonverbal behavior t'oward his non-starting athletes. A 1.77% difference
was observed in the parameter Total Athlete Contribution (TAC), indicati.ng
an increased amount of predictable responses, interpretive responses, and.
self-initiated, unexpected behavior from the starting athletes. Coach Four
was found to ask many more questions of his star:ting athletes. Distinct
differences, in'favor of the non-starters, were observed in the parameters
Total Athlete Init'iation, Coach Suggested (TAICSR) and Total Athlete
Initiation, Athlete Suggested (TAIASR). A 2.2% difference also existed
in the amount of veibal and nonverbal emphasis Coach Four exhibited toward
his athletes.
Utiiizing a bar, graph (see Figure 4), the percentages for the starting
54
Tabl e
Use of MaJor DAC
Coach
B
Parameters by
Four
DAC Parametёrs
.Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Peicentage
Total Coach ContFibutlon (TCC)     ｀
丁otal Athlete Contribution (丁AC)
丁otal Silence and/Or confusion (SC)
丁otal Coach Use of Questioning (丁C R)
丁otal Coach use of Acceptance and Priaise (TCAPR)
丁otal Athlete lnitiation, Coach Suggested,(TAICSR)
Total Athlete lnitiation, Athlete Suggested (TAIASR)
Content Emphasis, Coach lnput (CECI)
Coach as Coach (CC)
Other Athlete as Coach (AC)
丁he Environment as Coach (EC)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
ClasS Structure as One Unit (W)
C]ass structure｀as G oups or lndividuals (P)
Class Structure°wi h no Coach lnfluence (1)
71.66
27.27
1.07
5。19
51.31
13.73
21.43
31.10
100。00
0.00
0100
39。47
60。43
100.00
0.00
0。00
73.37
25150
1.・13
1.27
52.68
17.78'
37.50
30.59
100.00
0.00
0。00
37.39
62.61
100。00
0.00
0。00
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and non-starting athletes of Coach Four were compared in each of t,he DAC
behavior categories. Visual analysis revealed differences 'in the verbal
and nonverbdl behavior of Coach Four in the categories of acceptance,
informafion-giving, and directions. Coach .Four gave more verba'l acceptance
of his starting athletes' actions, whereas, the non-starting athletes
received,more. nonverbal informa,tion-giving. The pattern continued in the
amount of verbal and nonverbal directions given to the athletes. Coach
Four issuedl moi'e, verbal directions td tne starting athletes, while the
'non-starting athletes"reieived more nonveibal directions.
The 10 most frequent interaction patterns and their percentages of
occurrence for both the starting and non-starting athletes of Coach Four
are illustrated in Table 9. 0f the 10 most frequent interaction patterns,
8 were common to both the start'ing and non-starting athletes. The eight
behavior patterns comnon to both the starting and nbn-starting athletes
of Coach'Fourwere described as coach's directions which initiated extended
predictable athletes' behaviors which were accepted by the coach followed
by extended coach's information-giving (6-8-8-3-5-5). This was followed
by coach ' s acceptance of ath'letes ' acti ons and i deas fol 'lowed by coach ' s
directions (3-6). The sequence continued with coach's information-giving
and directions.leading to coach's acceptahce of athletes' ideas and actions
followed by more coach's information-giving (5-6-3-5). This was followed
by coach's praise followed by coach's directions (2-6), fol'lowed by coach's
acceptance of athletes' ideas oi'actions followed by coach's praise (3-2).
The sequence for the starting athletes continued with coach's use of
questions whiCh required predictable and interpretive athletes' behaviors
which were accepted by the coach (4-8-8\-3). For the non-starting athletes
58
Sunmary of the Most
of 0ccrlrrence
Table 9
Frequent Interaction Patterns and Percentage
Among the Top 10 Cells for Each Group
Coach Four
Starters
I nteracti on
Patterns
Non-starters
Percentage of
0ccurrence
I nteract i on
Patterns
Percentage of
0ccurrence
6-8
8■3
5-5
3-6
5-6
3■5
2-6
3-2
4‐8
8 …ヽ3
21.66
17.91
12.03
11.23
7.75
5.08
4.28
4。28
1.07
1。07
6-8
8-3
・ 5-5
3-6
5-6
3-5
2-6
3-2
7‐2
3-3
20.68
19.55
14.16
11.33
6.52
5.38
2.55
1.70
1.70
1.42
6-8 coaches'
8-3 athl etes'
athl etes'
5-5 extended
3-6 coaches'
Interaction Pattern Descri pti on
di rections. fol I owed by athl etes' predi ctable behavjor
predictab,le behavior followed by coaches' acceptance of
ideas or actions
i nformati on-gi vi ng
acceptance of athletes' 'ideas or act'ions followed by
―
―
?
Table 9 (continued)
coache s ' di recti on
5-6' coaches' information-giving fo'llowed by coaches' direction
3.5 coaches' acceptance of athletes' ideas or actions followed by
coaches' information-giving.
2-6 coaches' prdise followed by coaches' direction
3-2 coaches' acceptance of athletes' ideas or actions followed by
coaches' prai se
4-8. coaches' use of questions fol'lowed by. athletes' predictable behavior
8\-3 athletes' interpretive behavior followed by coaches' acceptanie of
athletes' ideas or actions
7-Z coaches' criticism followed by coaches' praise
3-3 extended coach acceptance and use of athletes' ideas or actions
59
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-the sequence continued with coach's constructive criticism ( 7-2),,followed
by extended coach's acceptance of athletes' ideas or actions (3-3).
' The top eight interaction patterns and their order for both the
starting.and non-starting ath'letes of Coach Four were identical. Difference"s
within the percentage of occurrence in the top eight behavior patterns
were found to exist, in favor of the non-starting athletes, in the patterns
coach's acceptance of predictable athletes' 
.behaviors (8-3) and extended
coach's information-giving (5-5). Distinct differences in the behavior
patterns of Coach Four toward the starting and non-starting athl'etes were
found when comparing the last four patterns of each group. The starting
a'thletes received 4.28% coach's acceptance of athletes' actions and coach's
praise (3-2) as compared to 1.70% for the non-starting athletes. The starters
received 4.28% coach's praise followed by coach's directions (2-6) as compared
to 2.55% for the non-starters.
Individual ・Profile:  Coach Five
A summary of the use of 16 DAC parameters for the starting and
non-starting athletes of Coach Five is presented in Table 10. Through
visual comparisons a.significant difference, in favor of the starting
athletes, was identified in the parameter Total Athlete Init'iationi Athlete
Suggested (TAIASR), indicat'ing more self-initiated, unexpected behaviors
from the starting athietes. A slight difference was observed in the
parameter Content Emphasis, Coach Input (CECI),'an indication that Coach
Five devoted more time t'o h'is starting ath'lbtes than h'is non-start'ing
athletes in discuss'ions pertaining to subiect matter. 0f.the remaining
14 DA'C parameters no significant differences between groups were found to
exi st.
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Table 10
Use of Major DAC Parameters by
Coach Five
DAC Parameters
Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Percentage
Total ,Coach Contribution (TCC)
Total Athlete Contribution (TAC)
Total Silence and/or conFusiOn (SC)
Total Coach Use of Qu?stiOning (丁CQ口)
Total Coach Use of Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR)
Total Athlete lnitiation, Coさcドンsuggさsted (丁AICSR)
Total Athlete lnitiation, Athlete Suggested (TAIASR)
cOntent Emphasis, Coach lnput (CECI)
Coach as Coach (CC)
Other Athlete as Coach (AC)
The EnvirOnment as Coach (EC)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
Class Structure as One Unit (W)
Class Structure as Groups or lndividuals (P)     .
Class Structure with no Coach lnfluence (1)
64. i0
28.29
7.6L
1.'73"
46.06
50.:s2
2.41
42.98
100.00
0.00
0. 00
50.15
49. 85
100.00
0.00
0.00
64.54
27.91
7.55
1。78
44.76
50.62
0.00
43.90
100.00
0.00
0。00
50:41
49.59
100.00
0.00
0。00
‐
．
?
?
?
??
.A bar graph was utilized (see Figure 5) to compare the starter's and
non-starters'percentages of behavior in each DAC category for Coach F'ive.
The bar graph revealed no significant differences in the behavior'of Coach
Five as he interacted with starting and non-starting athletes.
The 10 most frequent interaction patterns and their percentages of
occurrence for both the starting and non-starting athletes of Coach Five
a're illustrated in Table 11. Thdorde'is of 'the interaction patterns d'iffer,
hofiever, the 10 behavior patterns of Coach Five with his starting and
non-starting athletes.were identicaj. A'lso, no differences were found in
the percentage of occurrence for each pattern between the starting and
non-starting ath)etes.
The follow'ing behavior patterns were cormon to both the starting and
non-starting athletes of Coach Five: coach's information-giving followed
by coach's. directions followed by coach'3 praise and more coach's information-
giving (5-6-2-5), coach's directions which initiated predictable athletes'
behavior followed by more coach's directions which required interpretive
response (6-8-6-8\), extended coach's information-giving which led to
athletes' participation in interpretive drills (5-5-8\-10), predictable
athletes' behaviors which were pra'ised by the coach fo1lowed by ath'letes'
participation in 'interpretive drills (8-2-10-8\), athletes' interpret'ive
behaviors which were accepted by the coach followed by coach.'s praise
(8\-3-3-2).
Individual Profile:  Coach Six
A sunrnary of the use of 16 DAC parameters'for the starting and
non-starting athletes of Coach Six is presented in Table 12. Visual
comparisons revealed differences in four parameters. A d'ifference of
63
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Sunrnary of the Most
of Ociumdnce
Table ll
Frequpnt lnteraction Patterns and Perccintage
Among,the Top 10 Cells for Each Group
Coach Five
Starters
I nteracti on
Patterns
Non-starters
Percentage of
0ccurrence
Interacti on
Patterns
Percentage Qf
Occurrence
5-6
2‐5
6-8
6-ぎヽ
5-5
ハ 1ー0
8-2
10-8ヽ
8 ‐ヽ3
.3-2
16.01
12.57
10.95
8.50
8.45
5.01
4.91
4.86
3.73
3163
5-6
2-5
6-8
5-5
6-8ヽ
8 -ヽ10
lo-8ヽ
8-2
g -ヽ3
3-2
17.03
12.70
10.76
8.90
8.83
5.27
5。11
5。11
3.72
3.56
5-6 coaches'
2-5 coaches'
6-8 coaches'
6-8\ coaches'
5-5 extended
Interaction Pattern Description
'information-giving followed by coaches' direction
praise followed by coaches' information-giving
direction followed by athletes' predictable behav'ior
directions followed by athletes' interpret'ive behavior
i nformati on-g'ivi ng
、66
Table 11 (continued)
8\-10 extended athletes' interpretive drills
8-2. athletes' predictable behavior followed by coaches' praise
10-B\ extended athletes' interpretive drills
8\-3 athletes' interpretive behavior followed by coaches' acteptance of
athletes' ideas or actions
3-2 coaches' acceptance of athletes' ideas or actions followed by
coaches' prai se
67
Tabl e 12
Use of Major DAC Parameters by
Coach Six
DAC Parameters
Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Percentage
丁otal Coach Contribution (TCC)
Total Athlete Contribution (TAC)  .
丁otal.Silencё dnd/or Confusion!Υ(SC)        F
丁otal cOach Use of QuestiOning (丁C R)     、
お
Total Coach Use of Accごptance and praise (丁じAPR)
丁otal Athlete lnitiation, Coach Suggested (TAICS R)
丁otal Athlete lnitiation: Athlete Suggested (丁AIASR)
Content Emphasis, Coach lnput (CECI)
Coach as Coach (CC)
Other Athlete as Coach (AC)
丁he Environment as Coach (EC)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
Class Structure as One Unit (W)
Class Structure as Groups or“ Individuals (P)
Class Structure with no Coach lnfluence (I)
71.55
28.31
0。14¨
10.05
37176
10.34
14.29
44。07
100.00
0.00
0。00
52.86
47.14
100。00
0。00
0。00
71.82
28.10
0.08
14.22
.35.52
7.12
11.54
45.57
100.00
0.00
0.00
53.43
46.57
100。00
0。00
0.00
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4.17% between the starting and non-starting athletes in the parameter Total.
'Coach Use of Questions (TCQR) was found, indicating a larger number of
questions direct'ed to the non-starting athletes t'han to the starting
athletes. A 2.24% difference was found in 
-the pararireter Total Coach Use
of Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR), indicating that Coach Six accepted and
praised the starting athletes' behaviors more than the non-starting athletes'
behaviors. Relatively large differences were also found to exist 'in-favor
'of the starting athletes in the parameters Total,Athlete Initiation, Coach
Suggested (TAICSR) and Total Athlete Initiation, Athlete Suggested (TAIASR).
Utilizing a bar graph (see Figure 6), the percentages for the starting
and non-start'ing ath'letes of Coach Six were compared in each of the DAC
behavior categories. Visual analysis revealed that no great differences
existed in coach or athlete behavior. A slight difference of 1.3% was found
in the amount of verbal questions asked by Coach Six of his non-starters.
The 10 most frequent interraction patterns and their percentages of
occurrencil for both the starting and non-starting athletes of Coach Six
are illustrated'in Table 13. The order of the'interaction patterns differ,
however, the behavior patterns of Coach Six between his starting and
non-starting athletes were identical. Also, no significant differences were
found in the percentage of occurrence for each pattern between the starting
and non-starting athletes.
The pattdrns of behavior between Coach Six and both his starting
athletes and his non-starting ath'letes werd characterized as coach's
directions which initiated predictable athletes' behavior followed by
extended coach's information-giving (6-8-5-5). This was followed by more
coach's informat'ion-giving ahd coach's directions (5-6). Fol'lowing coach's
69
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Surmnary of the Most
of 0ccrirrence
Table 13
Frequent In.teraction Patterns and Percentage
Among the Top 10 Cells for Each Group -
Coach Six
Starters
Interact i on
Patterns
l{on- starters
Percentage of
0ccurrence
Interaction
Patterns
PercentaQe of
0ccurrence
6-8
5-5
5-6
2-6
8-3
8-6
8-5
3‐5
8-2
5-4‐
23.43
16.60
9.48
6.97
5.58
5.30
4.74
3.63
3.49
2.93
6-8
5-5
5-6
2-6
8■3
8-6
8-5
5-4
8-2
3-5
23.71
17.78
8.31
7.08
6.24
5。93
4.70
4.39
3.23
3.23
6-8 coaches'
5-5 extended
5-6 coaches'
2-6 coaches'
8-3 athl etes'
Interaction Pattein Description
di recti on fol I owed by athl etes ' predi ctabl e behavi or
i nformati on-gi vi ng
informat'ion-giving followed by coaches' direction
pra'ise followed by coaches' direction
predictable betiavior followed by coaches' acceptance
72
Table 13 (conti nued)
of athletest ideas or actions
,   8-6  athletes: predictable bёhavior fol owed by coaches: direction
8-5  athletesi predictable behavlor fol10wed by coaches: information―
giving      ′
3-5  coachest acceptance of athletesl ideas or actions followed by
coachest, information―giving
8‐2  athletest predictablё b havior followed by coachOsi praise
5-4  coaches: information―giving f01lowed by coaches: use¨of questions
73
praise, more coach's-directions were given initiating predictable athletes'
behavior which were accepted by the coach (2-6-8-3). The athletes then
redcted with predictable behavior followed by coach's directions requiring
additional predictable athletes'behavior fo'l'lowed by coach's information-
giving (8-6-8-5). The sequence for the starting athletes continued with
coach's acceptance of athletes' actions or ideas followed by codch's
information-giving which initiated predictable athletes' behavior which
dere praised by the coach (3-5-8-2). This was followed by coach's
information-giving fo'lloived by coach's use of questions (5-4). For the
non-starting athletes the sequence coht'inued with" coach's information-
giving followed by.coach's use of questions which required predictable
athl etes' responses fol'l owed by coach's prai se and acceptance of 'athletes'
behavior fol'lowed by additional coach's informati on-giv'ing (5-4-8-2-3-5).
Combined Profile
A sumrnary of the use of 16 DAC parameters for the starting and
non-starting athletes for a'|1 the coaches involved in the study is presented
in Table 14. Visual comparisons i'ndicated minimal behavioral differences.
of the six coaches, as a group, toward the starting and non-starting
athletes. A relatively large difference of 4.86% was observed in the
parameter Total Coach Use of Acceptance.and Praise (TCAPR), an indication.
that-.the starting athletes, as a wfo1e, received more acceptance and praise
of their behavior'from the coaches than did the non-start'ing athletes.
A d'ifference of 3.93% was found in the parameter Total Athlete Initiation,
Coach Suggested (TAICSR). Compared to all the verbal and nonverbal athlete
behavior, the starting athletes exhibited 3.93% more verbal and nonverbal'
interpretive and self.initiated unexpected behavior than the non-starting
athl etes .
ITHACA COLLEGE L|BRARY
7_4
Table 14
Use of Major DAC Parameters by
thd Six Coaches Combined
DAC Parameters
Starters'
Percentage
Non-starters'
Percentage
Total Coach Conti'ibution (TCC)
Total Athlete Contribution (TAC)
Total Silence and/or Confusion (SC)
Total Coach Use of Questioning (TCQR)
Total'Coach Use of Acceptance and Praise (TCAPR)
Total Athlete Initiat'ion, Coach Suggested (TAICSB)
Total Athlete Init'iation, Athlete Suggesiea (ininsn)
Content' Emphasis, Coach Input (CECI)
*f
Coach as Coach (CC)
0ther Athlete as Coach (AC)
The Environment as Coach (EC)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (NVE)
Class Structure as One Unit (W)
Class Structure as Groups or Individuals (P)
Class Structure w'ith No Coach Influence (I)
63.85
29.36
6.79
3. 46
46.77
47 i68
1.49 
-
43.31
" 100.00
0.00
0.00
51.63
48.37
100.00
0.00
0. 00
63.43
29.85
6.72
3.49
41.91
43.75
, 0.68
43.37
100.00
0。
・00
0.00
52.22
47.78
100.00
0。00
0。00
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Figure 7 represenfs a summary of the nerCentaoe'6f the^COmljttd use
of behavior in each DAC'benavior category.  vi sudl・nalysis Supざbrts the
results obtained from:丁ュble 、14FindiCating littll diFfelerCe betw9en the
interactions of coaches with starting athletes and with non―s arting
athl etes.  A slight difference of l.1% was found in four of the non・starters,
in the amount Of verbal and nOnverbal coachis directions given to the
athl etes.  A l.4% difference was also observed in the combined category
verbal and nonverbal predictable athlete behavior indicating that the
non―starting athletesヽresponded more in predictable situatiOns than did
the starting.atlil etes.
丁he 10 most frequent interaction patterns and their percentages of
occurrehce for the starting and non―rthletes for a1l six coaches
are illustrated´in.Table 15。 丁he combined interaction patterns of the
six coaches toward the starting and non―starting athletes were identical.
A visual comparison.of the percentage of occurrence for each interaction
pattern revealed no difference in 9 of the 10 patterns.  A slight difference
of l.3% was found, in favor of the non‐st rting a letest in the behavior
pattern coachis directions followed by predictable athlete behavior (6‐8),
supporting'previous results obtained from Figure 7.  The recorded sequences
of behavlor lndicated that no difference exlsted in the behavlor of the
six coaches as they interacted with their starting and non―starting athletes.
The patterns of behavior of the six coaches involved in the study
toward the starting athlёtes were describe｀d as extended coachis information―
giving (5-5)fol10Wed by coach:s directions which required predictible
athletesl behavior (6-8)。  ThiS was followed by mЮre coach:s information―
giving and coach:s directions (5-6)。  Following coachis p"aise,, mo re
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Summary of the Most
of 0ccurrefice
丁able 15
Frequent lnteraction Patterns and Percentage
Attong the Top l10 cellls for.Each G卜oup
Six Coaches Combined
Starters
lnteraction
Patterns
Non-starters
Percentage of
0ccurrence
Interacti on
Patterns
Percentage of
0ccurrence
5-5
6-8
5-6
2-5
A-lo
6-ごヽ
lo-8＼
ごヽ‐3
3‐2
8-5
14.07
12.00
10.47
6.52
4.82
4.75
4.74
4.02
3.97
3.80
5-5
6-8
5-6
2-5
6-g、
8 -ヽ10
10-ヘ
8-5
8N-3
3-2
13.68
13.31
11.28、
5.81
5.02
4.78
4.70
4.61
3.11
3.08
5-5 extended
6-8 coaches'
5-6 coaches'
2-5 coaches'
8\-tO extended
Interabtion Pattern Description
i nformati on-gi vl'ng
direct'ions followed by athletes' predictable behavior
information-giving followed by coaches' directions
praise followed by coaches' infohmation-g'iving
athletes' interpretive dri I I s
??? ? ?
?
:Table 15 (cohtinued)
6-8\ coaches' d'i rect'ions fol I owed by athl etes ' predi ctabl e behavi or
1O-8\ extended athletes' interpretive drills
8\-3 athletes' interpretive bEhavior followed by coaches' acceptance of
athl etes' behavior
3-2 coaches' acceptance of athletes' behavior followed by coaches'
prai se
B-5 athletes" predictable behavior followed by coaches' informat'ion-
gi vi ng,
79
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information was given result'ing in athletes' participation in interpretive
drills (6-8\-10-8\). The athletes then reacted with interpretive behavior
which was accepted.and praised (8\-3-3-2). This was followed by predictable
athletes' behavior followed by coach's information-giving (8-5).
The patterns of behavior of the six coaches with the non-starting
athletes were characterized as extended coach's information-giving (5-5)
followed by coach's. directions requiring predictable ath'letes behavior
(6-8). This was followed by inore coach's information-giving and'.coach's
directions (5-6). Following coach's praise, more coach's 'information-was
given followed by coach's directions resulting 'in extended athleted'
participation in interpretive drills (2-5-6-8\-10-8\). The sequence
continued v;'ith predictable...atliletes'behavior followed by coach's iriformation-
giving (8-5). This was foi'toweA by interp"retiVe athletes;'' beharlioi which
was accepted and praised. (A\-a-a-21.
-tsunrnary't'
Coder reliability for this study was determined by randomly selecting'
one videotaped practice session from the starting group of athletes and
one videotaped practice session from the non-starting group of athletes"
and subjecting them to two independent codings. A Spearman rank-order
correlation was determined for the top 10 cell concentrations for the
two independent observations (see Abpendix B). A mean correlation of
.9863 indicated that the coder in this investigation was reliable (see
Table 1).
Visual comparisons of Table 2,'Figure 1, Table 3, Table 6, Figure 3,
Table 7, Table 10, Figure 5, and Table 11 revealed no noticeable differences
of Coach One's, Coach Three's, and Coach Five's behavior toward their
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starting and non-staiting athletes. ' 
"
visual 'interpretation of Table 4, Figure 2, and rable 5 revealed a
distinct difference'in th'e amount of acceptance and praise Coach Two
issued to his starting and non-starting ath'letes. The starting athletes
were given much more acceptance and praise of their behaviors.than the
non'starting athletes. A visual comparison of the remain'ing DAC parameters
and variables showed no remarkable differences'of Coach Two's behavior
toward his starting and non-starting athletes.
Visual analysis of Table 8 indicated a s'ignificant difference, in
favor of the non-starting athletes of Coach Four, in the amount of athlete
interpreti've and self-initiated behavior exhibited. The total percentages
of the DAC behavior categories coach Praise, coach Acceptance, coach
Information-Giving, and Coach Directions (see Figure 4) indicated minimal
differences between coach Four's behavior toward his starting and
non-starti ng ath'l etes. TabI e 9 revea'led ei ght 'interacti on patterns common
to both the starting and non-starting athletes.
V'isual examination of Table 12 indicated'a difference, in favor of
the starting athletes of Coach Six, in the amount of athlete interpretive
and self-initiated behavior exhibited. A visual comparison of the
remaining DAC parameters and variables showed no significant differences
of-Coach Six's behdvior toward his starting and non-starting athletes.
visual analysis of rable 14, Figure 7, and rab'le 15 found minimal
dif?erences in the behaviors of the six coaihes involved in this study as
they interacted with their starting and non-starting athletes. The starting
athletes received more praise and acceptance of their ideas and actions
from the coaches as compared to the non-starting athletes. The non-starting
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athletes received more directions from the coaches. The starting athletes
were characte-rized by interpretive, self-init'iated behavior, whereas, the
non-starting ath'letds' behhvior was predominantly predictable in nature.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This study is the first to utilize the Dyadic Adaptation of CAFIAS
(D"AC),to investigate the interaction behavior pafterns of male NCAA
Division'III college football coaches with their starting athletes and
non-starting athletes. Similar studies using DAC (Devlin, 1979; Martinek
'&,Johnson, l97d; Reisenweaver, 1980) have been conducted in physical
education settings 
.to compare the interaction patterns of teach'ers with
high- and low-skilled"students. DAC was u.sed in this study to determine
if'dif,fbrences existed in the behavioral patterns of coaches as they
'interacted with their starting athietes and with the'ir non-starting
athletes. In this chapter the results of the study are discussed, drawing
comparisons of the findings witli other related investigations
'-- Vi sual ana'lysi s of each indi vi dual coach's data found only minimal
d'ifferences to exist in the interactioh patterns of each coach wi-th
their starting athletds and witli their n'on-starting athletes. In most
cases the differences ranged from 1.0% to 3.0%. With the exception of
Coach Four, each coach was found to exhibit more acceptance and praise
toward their starting athletes than toward their non-start'ing athietes.
Coach Four issued L.4% more acceptance and praise toward'his nori-starting
athletes. Coach Two was found to have the largest margin with 8.45%
more abcept-ance and prdise toward his start'ing athietes. The differences
for Coach 0ne, Coach Three, and Coach Five varied from l.L% to 2.5%.
The slight difference of acceptance and praise toward the start'ing
athletes was evidbnt in the coinbined profile of the six coaches (see
Table 14). A 4.68%"difference, in favor of the starting athletes, was
83
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found in the DAC parameter Total Coach Use of AcCeptance and Praise (TCAPR),
ittdicating that the six coaches, aS a grouiD, eXhibited more acceptance and
praise toward their starting athletes than toward their non―starting athletes.
Of the rettaining 15 DAC parameters and 16 DAC variables there were no
consistent differences among the coaches as they interacted with their
speci fic.group of athletes.  Coach Three and Coach Four aSked slightly
more questions of their starting athletes, whereas, Coach Six asked more
questions of his non,starting athletes.  No differences were found in the
use.o4F questions between Coach One,.Coach ttwo, and Coach Five wlth thelr
starting and non―starting athletes.
‐The bёhavior of the two groups of athletes in this study varied with
each coach, however, when the groups were combined (see ttable 14)the
starting athletesl behavlor was characterized as interpretive and self‐
initiated, whereas, the non―starting athletesi behavlor was found to be  ‐
predictable in nature.  丁a61e 14 also shows a slighiし difference in the
amount of coachis directions given, in favor of the non―starting athletes,
that was not evldent whenlooki g at each coach individually.
The most frequent interaction patterns of each coach are lllustrated
in ttable 3, 丁able 5, 丁able 7, Table 9, Table ll, and ttable 13.  A visual
examination of each table supports earlier results that found minimal
‐differences ln the lnteractions between each coach and his respective
starting and non―starting athletes.  丁able 3,‐Table 7, Table ll, and Table′
13 show the lnteraction patterns of Coach One, Coach Three, Coach Five,
and Coach Si,x respこctiVbly, to be identtiCal fbr both the starting athletes
and non―starting athlёtes.  Coach ttwo (Table 5)dnd COach Four (Table 9)
・were found to have 8 of the 10 most frequent interaction patterns common
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to・both the starting and non―starting athletes.  Table 15 shoWs that the
behavior pa~tterns of the cOaches as a group were identical for the two
groups of atぃlЪteS・ 1  、 ,         「
丁he results of this investigation indicated that only small differences
existod in thetbehavior of the coaches involved in this study as they
interacted with their starting athletes and with thei卜 non―starting
athletes.  丁he minimal differences that were found to exist are similar
to the results found by Martinek and 」ohns6n (1979)and ReisenweavOr (1980)
.in physical education、and by Brophy and Good (1970)and Good, Sikes, and
Brophy(1972)in eduCaticin。ヽ
Martinek and 」ohnsOn (1つ79)and Reisenweaver (1980)found that physical
education teachers gave significantly more praise to high―skilled stud nts  .
than t0 10W―skilled students, which coincides with the results of―the
present Study relating to the starting′(high―skilled) thletes.  Studi es
conducted in education (Brophy & Good, 1970: Good et al., 1972)al so
sbpport the present study concerning、the amou t of praise given to the
high―skilled students compared to the amount received by the low―skilled
students.
In the present study, the difference of acceptance and use of ideas
and actions by the coaches with the starting athletes coineide with
findings recorded by Martihek and 」ohnson (1979)and Reisenweaver (1980)。
They studied teachers: interaction through the use of DAC and found the
high―skilled students to recёvヽe signilicantly greater acceptance and use
of their ideas than did the low―skilled students.
The significance of acceptance and praise in an athletic setting is
best exhibited by studie・s tha  have investigated the use of acceptance and
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praise and the use of- criticism amori'g different groups of coaches. Hirsch
(1978), Proulx (tgZg), and Staurowsky (1979) each compared the behavioral
patteins of coaches from two different social climates. Each Fesearcher
fofnd that more praiSe'was used by the coaches in the satisfied group
than by the coaches in the less satisfied group. Avery (1978) found that
coaches who' were" more effective. used,,significantly more acceptance and
praise than the coaches who were less effective. The r6sults of this study
indicated a higher us'e of acceptance and'praise compared to criticisrir
toward the athldtes, with a slight'ly greater amount exhibited toward the
starti ng athl etes. The amount of cri ti ci sm exh'i bi ted toward the ath'letes
was minimal and dispersed equally toward the starting and non-starting
ath l etes
The use of. coach's directions in this study parallels that reported
by Reisenweaver (1980), who found the low-skilled students to receive
significantly more directions from their teachers. Although the differences
were irinimal, the pre"sent study showed the non-starting athletes to
receive greater amounts of coach's directions than the starting athletes.
One rationale for the finding dealing with coach's directions.may be that
the coaches feel the need to clarify themselves more to the non-starting
athl etes 'because of thei r non-starti ng athl etes ' I esser athl eti c abi 'l 'ity.
Another reason may be the fact that the starting athletes respond to
situations without being told how to respond, whereas, the non-starting
athletes need the guidance and have to be told exactly how to react in
certain situations.
The results of the present study found the non-starting ath'letes to
be more predictable in their responses, whereas, the starting athletes were
ザ
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characterized by more interpretive, sel f―itiat d b havior.  Similar
results were・.reported by Brophy and Good (1970)and Reisenweavёr (1980)。
The greater amount of direction― giving toward the non―starting athletes
口ay relate' to the predictable behavior bf the non―starting athletes, as
may the greater amount of acceptance and pralse exhibited toward the
Starting athletes rdlate‐o their interpretive, self―initiatedibehavior.
In examining the results of coachis directions, the non―starting athletes
may be expected to respond more predictably since they received more
.directions than did the starting athletes.  As a result of receiving
more praise and acceptance of their ideas and actions, it might be assumed
that the starting athletes would feel more comfortable and less inhibited
around their coaches, which could then lead to an increase in interpretive
and self―initiated behavior.
In the present study, extended infOrmation―giving (5-5)w S fOund tO
be thё predOminant pdttern,for both the starting and non―starting thletes.
It appears that the passing・of information is an important behavior in
the coaching setting.  Danielson, Zel hart, and Drake (1975), in an analysis
of coaching behavior as perceived by high school hockey players, found
that most of the coaches: behaviors appeared tO be related tO sOme type of
passing of information to and from coaches and players.  Tharp and Gallimore
(1976). found that 」ohn Wooden spent over 50% of his time on some type of
lnptructiono  An lmpOrtant aspect of the coach durlng a week of practice
prior to a gamelis 19.thOrOJghly prepOre`hi ξ,p19yerS‐fOr the upcoming    '
opponent.  丁hus, it wQuld seem that in a coaching setting the passing of
,          '                          オ
information wotild be・the predominant,coachihσ behaviOr.
To conclude, this was the first study using DAC to observe coaches
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as they interacted with their starting aりd non―sta ting athletes.  Minimal
differences were found to exlst bβtween the behavlors of the coaches
involvedrin this study｀‐as they interactec with thei,r starting and nOn―
starting athletes.  The reader should be aware that the philosophy of the
head coach involved jnJthis_study may have inlluencedtthe behavior of
the remaining five coaches leading to the findiりg5 of the study.  To
expoundb the head coach, prlor to the start of pre―season practices,
relates his philo,ophy tO hiS coaching‐staff.  The head coach believes
that the non―starting athlete is as important as, if not more important
`  than,`the starting athlete.  Every player iS tO be treated exactly alike
regardless of his athletic ability.
As a final note, the team used for this study, in which minimal
differences were found between the lnteractions of the coaches wlth
the starting and non‐st rting athletes, recorded ll wins and 2 1osses
for the season。  丁hey entered the NCAA Division III championship playoffs
and won an NCAA Divislon III National Title with a victory in the Amos
Alonzo Stagg BOwl.  Apparently for this team during this season, treating
starting athletes and non―starting athletes alike was not detrimental
toward the total team performance.
Summary                                   .
The results of this investigation were obtained through visual
interpretation due to the use of the ёntire s bject population.  Visual
interpretation of the data indicated that only small differences existed
in the behaviors of the coaches involved in this study towattd their starting
and non―starting athletes, leading to the acceptance of the hypothesis
that stated there will be no differences between the behavlors of coaches
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toward their star:ting ath'letes and the behaviors of coaches toward their
non-starting athl etes.
Visual analysis of each indiv'idual coach and of the combined profile
of the six coaches found the starting athletes to receive more praise and
acceptance of their ideas and actions from their coaches than did the
non-std.rtihg athletes. The non-starting athletes received more directions
from'the coaches. The. start'ing'attilbtes were'characterized by interpretive,
self-initiated behavibr, whereas, the, non-starting athletesi behavior was
predominhnt'ly predictable in nature.
The results of this investigation are iimilar to those found by
Martinek and Johnson (tglg) and Reisenweaver (1980) 'in physical education
and Brophy and Good (1970) and Good et al. (1972) in education. Stud'ies
compl'eted by Avery (tgZA), Hirsch (tgZe), Proulx (igZg), and Staurowsky
(tgZg) also.related to thiS'investigation
The r'esults of this investigation may relate to the philosophy of the
head coach and coaching staff involved.in the study. The head coach
believers that all players should be treated equal'ly regardless of athletic
ability. It is important to note that in this situation no differences were
found'in the interaction patterns of the coaches with their starting and
non-starting athletes. The team comp'leted a highly successful season
h'igh'lighted by a victory in the Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl for an NCAA D'ivision
III National Championship.
~｀ lξ
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Chapter 6
SUMI{ARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Surunary
This investigation was conducted to determine if the behaviors of
NCM Division III college football coaches vary as they interact with
athietes bf different athletic abilities. The subj'ects used for this study
included the head football coach, his five assistants, and 57 male varsity.
football athletes from an NCM Division III college'located in central
New York state. The coaches involved were each responsible for players
in specific positions, which were div'ided in'the following manner: offens'ive
receivers, offensive backs, offens'ive linemen, defensive backs, defensive
linebackers, defensive l'inemen. Each coach was videotaped during six
separate practice sess'ions when he was work'ing only w'ith-the players of
h'is, respective position. Each of the tap'ing sessions was 20 minutes 'in
1 ength.
Data were collected with videotape equipment and analyzed with the
Dyadic Adaptation of CAFiAS (DAC) to assess coach-athlete interactions.
Raw data'for each subject were tranSposed onto computer cards and computer
analysis provided scores for each of the 16 DAC variables. Descript'ive'
statistics were utilized to determine whether differences existed between
the behaviors of each coach as he interacted with his starting athletes
and with his non-starting athletes.
Visual anal jsii;,tjLeach ihdividual coach's data and of the combined
profile of the six coaches found minimal differences to exist between the
interaction behaviors'of the coaches with their !tarting and non-starting
athletes. The stariing athletes recdived more praise and acceptance of
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thelr ldeas and actions from the coaches as compared to the non,starting
athletes.  The non―starti g athletes received more directions from the
coaches. .丁he starting athletes were characterized by interpretive, sel f―
initiated´bさhaviort whe7eas, thさ non_starting athletごs: Fbehav or was
predominantly predictable in nature.
Conclusions
The results of this study found m'inimal.differences in thd interact'ion
patterns of the NCM Div'ision III college football coaches involved in
this study as they interacted with their starting athletes and with the'ir
non-starti ng ath'l etes . A'lthough mi n'imal , the fol I owi ng di fferences were
i denti fi ed:
1. The starting athletes received more praise and acceptance of
ideas and actions than the non-starting athletes.
2. The non-starting athletes received more dir'ections than the
starting athletes.
3. The starting athletes exh'ibiteit more interpretive, self-init'iated
responses than the non-starting athletes.
4.. The 'non-starti ng athl etes exh'ibi ted more predi ctabl e responses
than the starting athietes.
Reconrnendations for Further Study
1. To Study the self-fulfilling prophecy in athletics, conduct a
similar study to observe coaches as they interact with athletes previously
identified as possible starting athletes and non-start'ing ath'letes through
pre-season practices up'to the first scheduled contest.
2. Conduct a simi'lar study to investigate coaches' behavioral
patterns with their athletes at co'lleges and universities on the NCAA
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DivisiOn I and Division II level's.
3. Conduct a similar study with coaches on the high school'level.
4. Conduct a similar study to compare the behavior of coaches after
winhing a contest and-after losing a contest.
|‐
        ・
Appendix A
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
The study in which you arO asked to participate involves looking at
.     the interaction between football coaches and their athletes.
You will be videotaped six times during separate practice sessions
I
tヽhrOughout the regular season.  The taiping sessions will take place only
When yOu are working with your respective players.  You will be asked
to wear a microphone which・should not interfere with your practice.
EaCh vidёbtapelwill last 20 minutes.  The tapes will be subjected to a
dyadi criハteraごtion、analybis system lhich cOnsists of 20 categories to
describe the verbal and nonverbal behaviors which occur between the coach
|
and athlete.
All names in this study will be kept cOnfidざ nti al.  If you do not have
antt questions and agree to take part in this study, please sign your name
ln ithe space provided below.
Name
Date
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Appendix B
COACH'S QUESTIONNAIRE
Coach: Upcoming Gare:
" Posit'ion:
_ 
LiSt both your starting and non-starting ath'letes for the upcoming game.
Starters' Non-starters'
t
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Appendix D
CODER:S RELIABILITY FOR SELECTED SUB」ECttS USING SPEAMANiS Eξ
Coach 3 (Non-starter)*
Top 10 Cells
Rank
0bservati on
0ne
Rank
0bservati on
Two
?
? d2
6-8
5-6
5-5
8-5
6-8ヽ
ごヽ-lo
10-ヘ
8-3
8-6  '
2‐5
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
8
10
.00
.00
.00
.00
。00
.00
。00
1.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
。00
.00
1.00
1.00
.00
Total 2.00
*r- 
= .9879
-
Top 10 cells listed refer to the order of coder's numerical frequency.
Rarik observation one and observation two refer to the origin of the
codi ng.
d refers to the difference between the ranks of each cell for
observation one and observation two.
2d' refers to the d column squared.
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Appendix D (continued)
CODER'S RELIABILITY FOR SELECTED SUBJECTS USING SPEARMAN'S q
Coach 5 (Starters)*
"Top 10 Cel I s
Rank
0bservati on
0ne
Rank
0bser:vati on
Two
?
?
?
?
?
5-6
2-5
.6-8
6-8\
5-5
8\-10
8-2
10-8\
8\-3
3-2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
1
2
3
4
5.5
5.5
I
7
9
10
.00
.00
.00
.00
.50
.50
1,.00
1.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.25
.25
1. 00
1. 00
.00
.00
丁otal 2.50
*r^ = .9848
-5
Top 10 Cells listed refer to the order of coder's
Rank observation one, ana'oUservation two refer to
the differences bbtween the ranks of
and obsbrvhtion two.
the d column squared.
numerical frequency.
the origin of the
codi ng.
d refers to
observation one
,20 reTers Eo
each cel I for
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